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ABSTRACT 
 
In recent years, Internet is growing rapidly and it has taken the financial sector by storm. 
Internet means Internet banking for bank sector, Internet Banking offers banks a new 
distribution channel. Many banks have provided customers with financial services over 
the Internet, and competitive pressures also require banks to offer Internet banking. At 
the same time, some banking experts have been arguing that bank branches will become 
outmoded, and will be replaced by Internet banking. However, others have argued that 
for the foreseeable future bank branches will remain the main channel for the banks. It is 
notable that early predictions that Internet banking would completely transform banking 
have been more tempered in recent times. In fact, as Internet banking emerges, the 
distribution channel structure of banks has been changed. Many banks have made their 
own distribution channel strategies in order to keep up with development and get rid of 
going out of business. Moreover, a number of banks have experienced a few years of 
developing Internet Banking. In this context, in order to build right strategy for banks, we 
should get the right understanding of the role of Internet Banking in current bank sector. 
Therefore, the aim of this study is to explore the role of Internet Banking as a distribution 
channel in present bank sector, and in the light of the role of Internet banking at present, 
to find out whether Internet banking will replace branch bank or it will be a complement 
to branch bank.  
 
The first year of the 21-century was acclaimed as “the Year of China” by the world 
media.  When world economy was slowing down, China, as an exception, maintained its 
rapid and healthy growth.  China's accession into the WTO (World Trade Organization) 
furthered up China's involvement in the global economy in a wider range, and thus turned 
on a new page for China's reforms and opening-up to the outside world. Great changes 
are taking place in China that will capture the world's attention. The reforms and 
opening-up of the Chinese banking industry has also entered into a new stage. Hence, this 
study will conduct in Chinese banking industry. 
 
 
Keywords: Internet; Internet banking; distribution channel; distribution channel strategy; 
distribution channel structure; case. 
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1 Chapter One: Introduction and Research Problem 
 
1.1 Introduction  
 
In recent years, Internet is growing rapidly and it has taken the financial sector by storm. 
The financial core services are perfectly digitalizable (Mols, 2000).  Therefore, it has the 
huge potential to transfer all business to Internet banking. Internet for banks means 
Internet banking. According to Sathye (1999) and Internet banking involves consumers 
using the Internet to access their bank and account, to undertake banking transactions. 
Thus, the Internet Banking offers banks a new distribution channel. 
 
Banking, one of the most information intensive sectors, is an ideal domain for the 
successful development of e-commerce (Kardaras and Papathanassiou, 2001). Hence, 
many banks have provided customers with financial services over the Internet, and 
competitive pressures also require banks to offer Internet banking. At the same time, 
some banking experts have been arguing that bank branches will become obsolete, and 
will be replaced by Internet banking. However, others have argued that for the 
foreseeable future bank branches will remain the main channel for the banks. It is notable 
that early predictions that Internet banking would completely transform banking have 
been more tempered in recent times (Canniffe, 2000;Enders and Jelassi, 2000; Poulter, 
2000; Gulati and Garino, 2000). In fact, as Internet banking emerges, the distribution 
channel structure of banks has been changed. Many banks have made their own 
distribution channel strategies in order to keep up with development and get rid of going 
out of business. Moreover, a number of banks have experienced a few years of 
developing Internet Banking. Thus, in this context, in order to build right strategy for 
banks, we should get right understanding of the role of Internet Banking in present bank 
sector. Therefore, the aim of this study is to explore the role of Internet Banking as a 
distribution channel in present bank sector, and in the light of the role of Internet 
banking, to find out whether Internet banking will replace branch bank or will be a 
complement to branch bank.  
 
The first year of the 21-century, it was acclaimed as “the Year of China” by the world 
media.  When world economy was slowing down, China, an exception, maintained its 
rapid and healthy growth.  Beijing's successful bid for the 2008 Olympics not only 
demonstrated China's increasing national strength to the world, but also brought new 
opportunities of development to the Chinese economy. China's accession into the WTO 
(World Trade Organization) furthered up China's involvement in the global economy in a 
wider range, and thus turned on a new page for China's reforms and opening-up to the 
outside world. Great changes are taking place in China that will capture the world's 
attention. 
 
The year 2002 is the first year for China to meet its commitment it has made to the WTO. 
The reforms and opening-up of the Chinese banking industry has entered into a new 
stage. Hence, this study will conduct in Chinese banking industry. 
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In this chapter the background of the study is discussed, the area of the study is 
introduced, after that the research problem, and finally research questions will be 
formulated. 
 
 
1.2 Background of the Study 
 
1.2.1 Internet and E-commerce 
 
The history and origin of the Internet are well known. According to Yudkin (1995), there 
are as many definitions of the Internet as there are researchers. In the light of Chaffey, et 
al (2000), the Internet refers to the physical network that links computers across the 
globe. As an information medium, the Internet offers different Internet information 
services that have been developed over time. The services are e.g. electronic mail (E-
mail), file transfer protocol (FTP), and the World Wide Web (WWW). 
 
The Internet has no central owner, but the connected networks are owned and 
administrated by different universities, companies, authorities and other organizations. In 
the future, customers will be able to use the Internet to order goods and services from 
companies all over the world, and pay for them over the Internet with minimal risk 
(Fraser, et al., 2000) 
 
E-commerce (Electronic commerce) is an emerging concept that describes the process of 
buying and selling or exchanging of products, services, and information via computer 
networks including the Internet. (Turban, et al., 2000).  
 
 
1.2.2 Internet Banking  
 
Internet has profound impacts on the business of the most sectors in recent years, there 
are many dot-com companies emerges, many companies have found out the importance 
of Internet, and also many traditional companies begin to move to do e-business. The 
banking industry is no exception. For the last few decades or so, theorists and analysts 
have been predicting deep changes in the banking industry (Yakhlef, 2001). Many banks 
have set up their own Internet Banking. The Security First Network Bank 
(www.sfnb.com) was the first Internet banking in the world that was built in 1995, USA. 
(Turban, et al., 2000,).  After that some famous banks introduced their Internet banking 
one after another, such as Citibank and Bank of America.  Entirely virtual banks came 
into being as well, for example, www.netbank.com.  Banks are eager to reap the benefits 
of Internet banking. 
 
According to Sathye (1999), Internet banking involves consumers using the Internet to 
access their bank and account, to undertake banking transactions. At the basic level, 
Internet banking can mean the setting up of a Web page by a bank to give information 
about its product and services. At an advance level, it involves provision of facilities such 
as accessing accounts, funds transfer, and buying financial products or services online.  
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Howard (1997) also suggest that Internet banking was a reality, that could be used for 
obtaining information about account balances, and making direct payments, promising a 
high take-up rate once more people understand these services. 
 
 
1.2.3 Internet Impact on Distribution Channel Structure of Banks 
 
As Internet Banking emerges, it brings the big advantages for both banks and consumers. 
Internet banking is convenient and cost-efficient. Furthermore, the development of 
Internet banking has changed the distribution channel structure in bank sector. The 
Internet influences the distribution channel structure in two ways. First, Internet is in 
itself as a new distribution channel for financial services. Second, the Internet banking 
influences consumers. Many of consumers invest time and resources to learn computer 
knowledge and get to know the Internet, but other consumers are not familiar with the 
Internet. Hence, several different bank customer segments may be identified, in the light 
of Mols (1999), to simplify this, it is assumed that only two significant segments exist, 
namely an Internet banking segment and a branch banking segment. These two customer 
segments are not likely to have the same wants and thus will not be willing to pay the 
same price for Internet banking. At present, the branch banking distribution channel is 
aimed at serving the branch banking segment and Internet banking as a new distribution 
channel is aimed at serving the Internet banking segment. 
 
As described above, two segments led to three distribution channel strategies the banks 
face with, that is to say, Internet banking channel strategy, branch banking channel 
strategy and a dual channel strategy where two of the pure strategies are combined, which 
customer segment the bank want to target. After the distribution channel strategy the 
bank opt for, the distribution channel structure of banks would be changed.  
 
 
1.2.4 Financial Structure in China 
 
It had been a long time that the People’s Bank of China (PBC) was the only financial 
institution in main land China.  After the opening and reform of China from 1978, four 
state-owned banks, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), Bank of China 
(BOC), Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) and China Construction Bank (CCB), either 
restored operation or was established one after another.  Before long the People’s Bank of 
China terminated its commercial banking business and took the responsibility of the 
central bank. 
 
With deepening financial reform, a group of new commercial banks emerged such as 
China Merchants Bank and Shenzhen Development Bank (the first public listed bank).  
These are local banks starting business in one city or one province.  They issue stock and 
a majority of shareholders are enterprises.  The new commercial banks are active in 
serving small-and medium companies and private companies.  Their business expands 
rapidly and tends to operate national wide. 
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Cooperative finance is in change, too.  Credit unions in cities have been reorganized into 
city commercial banks.  In rural areas they are merged and coordination is strengthened 
to face with fierce competition. 
 
At the meantime, non-bank financial institutions were founded, including insurance 
companies, trust and investment companies and securities companies.  These companies 
provide Chinese customers with alternative application of their money other than savings 
in banks. 
 
One thing that should be mentioned as well is the entering of foreign financial 
institutions.  The first opening of Chinese market to foreign insurance companies 
stimulated tremendous transform in domestic insurance companies.  After that foreign 
banks began to set up representative offices and then branches.  The businesses of foreign 
financial institutions will surly increase once regulatory limitation is removed.  The 
following Figure 1 summarizes the structure of China’s financial system. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1: The Financial System of China 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
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1.2.5 Internet Development in China 
 
China has experienced an explosive Internet growth in the 1990’s.  According to the 
Ninth Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development released by China Internet 
Network Information Center (CNNIC) in January 2002 (www.cnnic.cn), there were 12.54 
million computers accessing the Internet up to December 31, 2001.  The number of 
Internet users was 33.7 million.  Figure 2 and Figure 3 display the fast growing trend.  
There were approximately 277,100 WWW sites in China.   
 
 
Time 
 

1997.10 1998.7 1999.1 1999.7 2000.1 2000.7 2001.1 2001.7 2002.1 

Number 
 

29.9 54.2 74.7 146 350 650 892 1002 1254 

Increasing 
percentage 

- 81.3 37.8 95.4 139.7 85.7 37.2 12.3 25.1 

 
Table 1: The Number of Computers Accessing the Internet (10,000 units) 

Source: The Ninth Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development, www.cnnic.cn  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: The Number of Computers Accessing the Internet (10,000 units) 
Source: The Ninth Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development, www.cnnic.cn  
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Time 
 

1997.10 1998.7 1999.1 1999.7 2000.1 2000.7 2001.1 2001.7 2002.1 

Population 
 

62 117.5 210 400 890 1690 2250 2650 3370 

Increasing 
percentage 

- 89.5 78.7 90.5 122.5 90 33.1 17.8 27.2 

 
Table 2: The Population of Internet Users (10,000 persons) 
Source: The Ninth Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development, www.cnnic.cn  
 

 

 
Figure 3: The Population of Internet Users (10,000 persons) 
Source: The Ninth Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development, www.cnnic.cn  
 
 
The rapid Internet development provides soil for E-Commerce.  The network 
construction is shaping up.  The Internet Service Providers, Internet portals, domain name 
registration organizations, certificate authorities and other Internet players make their 
debut in succession.  There are numerous web sites executing functions ranging from 
simple online presence to sophisticated B2B applications. 
 
Perhaps the implication of Internet growth has gone beyond the sense of infrastructure.  
The more important impact is the change of people’s mindset.  One can find the hint of 
the Internet is almost everywhere.  The URL is right under the heading if he or she reads 
newspaper; the web site address appears in TV commercial; news related to the Net or E-
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Commerce always catches the attention of media; and in the digital world E-vendors and 
other companies make great efforts heading for online transactions.  As a result, more and 
more people begin to accept the Internet as a part of their daily life.  Doing business via 
the Net is not a fancy idea any more.  Individuals and companies with foresight may 
recognize that moving online could be a necessity. 
 
Up to now there are three Chinese dot.coms listed in NASDAQ, www.sina.com, 
www.sohu.com and www.netease.com.  Compared to a few Chinese companies that are 
publicly listed in foreign stock exchanges, the three dot.coms do not have a long history 
or rich capital.  Yet they grasped the opportunity in embryonic E-Commerce in China.  
Now they benefit from being pioneers – attaining support from foreign investment to 
expand their business. 
 
The success of the three dot.coms encourages other Chinese companies.  More companies 
begin to seek investment in capital market outside of mainland, for example, the 
secondboard of Hong Kong Stock Exchange.  In E-Commerce field, growth seems to be 
faster. 
 
The analysis in previous section on China’s financial system displays the picture of 
jockeying current rivals.  The Big Four state-owned banks account for a large proportion 
of Chinese financial market.  They have accumulated huge assets and their brands 
penetrate every city and town.  Their names are household brands.  Since the 1990’s the 
Big Four have employed corporate image strategy intending to emphasize their 
transformation and their new roles as commercial banks. 
 
As for E-Commerce, the four state-owned banks are main participants with no doubt.  
They have advantages in fund, personnel and reputation.  Bank of China is the first of all 
Chinese banks that founded its web site.  It is also the bank that completed the first online 
credit card transaction.  BOC pursues advanced technology as well; it adopts Secure 
Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol to assure secure credit card transactions.  Other 
three big banks are unwilling to lag behind. Other domestic banks don’t want give up 
these big opportunities, either.    
 
 
1.3 Research Problem 
 
In the previous section the author presented the background of this study.  
 
The Internet has taken the financial sector by storm. Since more and more of the 
transaction processing load is taken over by technology, the competition in the banking 
sector is getting more fierce, banks are concentrating on strengthening their marketing 
approach and re-inventing their business model (Yakhlef, 2001). Hence, many banks 
have set up their Internet banking and use Internet Banking as a new distribution channel 
in recent years. Moreover, the Internet banking influences banks’ distribution channel 
structure in two ways. First, Internet is in itself a new distribution channel for banks. 
Second, Internet influences consumers. The banks’ customers are divided into two 
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segments, namely Internet banking segment and branch banking segment. Internet 
banking segment grows fast, some experts argued that it will replace branch bank and 
branch bank will be outmoded, however others argued that branch banking segment is 
still exist in the bank sector. The banks have to decide which distribution channels they 
want to offer their present and future customers. By conducting literature the author find 
that early predictions that Internet banking would replace branch banking have been more 
tempered in recent times. Thus, in order to build the right strategy for banks, it is very 
important to get right understanding of the role of Internet banking in present bank sector. 
 
Hence, my research problem is formulated as follows: 
 
How to get the right understanding of the role of Internet banking as a distribution 
channel? 
 
In the light of my research problem, my three research questions are further formulated: 
 
Owing to Internet has a lot of advantages and brings the big opportunities to do financial 
services for bank sector, and Internet banking attracts both customers and banks. The 
customers are divided into two segments, say, Internet banking segment and branch 
banking segment, many banks have provided the Internet banking for their customers, 
apparently, the banks distribution channel structure has been changed. Hence, the first 
research question is the following: 
 

• How to analyze the influence of Internet on distribution channel structure of 
banks?  

 
According to rational channel planning modes (Mols, 1999), even if customers are 
divided into two segments, the bank distribution channel structure has been changed, and 
then the banks must identify which segments they want to target, to assist bank to make 
the distribution channel decision, that is, distribution channel strategy, therefore the 
second research question is: 
 

• How to analyze the choice of distribution channel strategies that the banks 
face with? 

 
When the bank makes the distribution channel strategy clearly, we can further analyze the 
level of Internet banking that the bank offer to the customers for understanding the role of 
Internet banking deeply. Hence, the third research question is as follows: 
 

• How to analyze the level of Internet Banking that the banks offer to the 
customers? 
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2 Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The aim of this study is to explore the role of Internet Banking as a distribution channel 
in present bank sector. This chapter presents the result of the author literature study, so as 
to form a basis for the current study. The selected areas of literature were based on the 
research problem and research questions presented in the end of chapter one.  
 
 
2.2 Internet and Internet Banking  
 
The history and origin of the Internet are well known. The Internet is believed to change 
the way firms interact with their customers and thus the way they initiate, develop and 
terminate relationships with them (Mols, 2000). The Internet may also make it easier for 
the consumers to search and compare the offerings of different firms. Fraser, et al, (2000) 
argued that in the future, customers will be able to use the Internet to order goods and 
services from companies all over the world, and pay for them over the Internet with 
minimal risk 
 
Mols (1999) stated that the Internet banking is a new distribution channels that offer less 
waiting time and a higher spatial convenience than traditional branch banking and this 
Internet banking channel has significantly lower cost structure than traditional delivery 
channels, Internet banking not only reduces operational cost to the bank, but also leads to 
higher levels of customer satisfaction and retention. Moreover, Internet banking is very 
attractive to banks and to consumers who now have higher acceptance of new technology 
and increasingly understand more complex products (Booz et al., 1997, Polatoglu and 
Ekin, 2001, Mols, 2000, Rose, 2000, Sathye, 1999, Sheshunoff, 2000, Wisner and 
Corney, 2001, Jun and Cai, 2001). 
 
Mols (2001) argued that Internet banking might be used for strengthening cross-selling 
and price differentiation. Internet banking makes it possible for banks to offer consumers 
a variety of services 24 hours a day. Internet banking are attractive, because they are 
more satisfied with their bank, are less price sensitive, have the highest intentions to 
repurchase, and provide more positive word-of-mouth information than other bank 
customers. 
 
 
2.3 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
2.3.1 Distribution Channel 
 
Meidan (1996) in his book as marketing financial services stated that channels of 
distribution for financial service should be thought of as means to increase the 
availability and /or convenience of services that help satisfy the needs of existing users or 
increase their use among existing or new customers. In order to envisage such a criterion, 
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the financial services marketer must facilitate the right product for the right people at the 
right price and in the right place.  
The channels of distribution in financial services perform a number of key functions, as 
follows: 

• Sale and offer of services and products, as well as advising customers. 
• Contact and liaison with advertising and public campaigns. 
• Gathering of information necessary for planning marketing activities, strategy 

decisions and product development. 
 
 
2.3.2 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
In distribution financial services, Meidan (1996) posed that firms employ a number of 
channels (Figure 4).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Distribution channels for banks and building societies 
Source: Meidan, 1996, pp.214 
 
Economic distribution channel or the normative distribution channel is defined as that set 
of institutions which, in the long run, and under conditions of competition and low 
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comprised of a group could create greater profits or more consumer satisfaction per dollar 
of product cost (Stern, et al., 1996). Mols (1999) quoted Stern’ theory (1996), and stated 
that according to economic distribution channel theory, the “ideal” distribution system or 
the normative distribution channel can be determined by answering three questions: 

• What do consumers want in terms of service output from the distribution channel 
and how much are they willing to pay for a given service level? 

• How can the wanted services be provided to them? 
• What are the costs of the alternative distribution channels? 

Mols (1999) further stated that based on the answers to three questions, it is possible to 
determine which distribution system most efficiently meets customers’ wants. Thus, a 
distribution channel model is likely to take a customer perspective, analyze the output 
from the commercial part of the different distribution channels and relate it to the 
customers’ costs and benefits from the different levels of service output offered by the 
available distribution channels (Stern, 1996). 
 
 
2.3.3 The Internet Influences on Distribution Channel 
 
As argued by Mols (1999, 2000, 2001), the Internet influences the future distribution 
channel structure in two ways. First, it is in itself a new distribution channel for financial 
services. The costs of using it are different from those of other available distribution 
channels and the service output it provides is different from the service output provided 
by traditional distribution channels.  
 
Second, the Internet influences consumers, the new electronic channels can offer the 
customers better service output in the form of a broader and deeper assortment, less 
waiting time, and a higher market decentralization. This may attract new customers, and 
many of them invest time and resources in becoming PC-literate and in getting to know 
the Internet. But other consumers do not become PC-literate and do not get familiar with 
the Internet. These two customer segments are not likely to have the same wants and thus 
will not be willing to pay the same price for Internet banking. The changes in these two 
elements are then input to a change process where the structure of the distribution 
channel is adapted to the new environment. Therefore, the existing distribution channel 
also influences the changes in the distribution channel structure. The change process ends 
when the new channel is the normative distribution channel (Mols, 1999). 
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Figure 5: The adaptation process in distribution channels 
Source: Mols, 1999 
 
 
2.3.4 The Customer Segment  
 
Meidan (1996) stated that segmentation involves identifying customer groups that are 
fairly homogeneous in themselves but are different from other customer types. Its 
purpose is to determine differences between customers that are of relevance to the 
marketing decision maker. Still further segmentation is possible: social class, age, gender, 
income group, geographical location and so on will affect private individual behavior. 
Marketing segmentation has been defined as a means of guiding marketing strategy by 
distinguishing customer groups and needs.  
 
Meidan (1996) further point out that there are four conditions that must be met for 
effective segmentation. First, the characteristics of a segment must be identifiable and 
measurable. Second, it should be accessible in that it must be possible to reach a segment 
effectively with proper marketing strategies. Third, a segment must have the potential to 
generate profit. Fourth, each segment should react uniquely to different marketing efforts. 
 
Mols (1999) point out that recent studies have focused on the major determinants of 
customer satisfaction and future intentions in the banking sector. In a survey in the USA, 
Katz and Aspden (1997) found that 17 percent reported “convenience as a way to do 
banking” a very important reason why becoming an Internet user is considered important.  
 
The literature indicates that several different bank customer segments may be identified. 
Mols (1999) suggested that four pure bank customer segments exist: the branch segment, 
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the telephone segment, the PC bank segment and the Internet segment. However, Mols 
(1999) also suggested: to simplify this it is assumed that only two significant segments 
exist, namely an Internet banking segment and a branch banking segment.  
 
The Internet banking segment is comprised of computer-literate persons. They are 
connected to the Internet to use email for example, or to search for information about 
special interests (e.g. Katz and Aspden, 1997). They possess a credit card and very 
seldom do they need complex and time consuming counseling or advice regarding their 
banking activities. They do not put a high value on their personal relationship with the 
local bank, and they are relatively price-conscious, affluent and well-educated (Birch and 
Young, 1997). Regarding the Internet, several historical overviews and surveys of the 
demographics of the Internet are available (Dannengerg and Kellner, 1998), and all point 
in the direction of strong continued growth in the number of Internet users. Thus, the 
segment is growing fast, which is likely to change its characteristics slightly. This 
segment prefers Internet banking because it is convenient and cost-effective (Katz and 
Aspden, 1997). 
 
Mols (1999) further point out that the branch-banking segment consists mainly of older, 
non-computer literate persons, who value personal relationships. These customers value 
the face-to-face contact with the bank teller and emphasize a trustful relationship. They 
prefer branch banking, but they are not necessarily less price-conscious concerning bank 
services. However, they might be less well informed of the market because they do not 
use the Internet. 
 
 
2.3.5 The Change Process of Distribution Channel Structure 
 
If the Internet banking segment continues to grow and the branch banking segment 
shrinks, more customers will be using Internet banks and fewer customers using branch 
banks (Crede, 1997) and the decline in number of bank branches will continue and the 
future banking structure will likely comprise fewer bank branches and more Internet 
banks (Mols, 1999). 
 
Since the future distribution channel structure is different from the present distribution 
channel structure, an adaptation process needs to take place. The pace of the development 
depends on a number of factors. Generally, distribution channels change slowly. They are 
rigid and stable because of persistent inertia (Anderson, 1997). Factors that can contribute 
to slow down the process are security problems connected with the Internet and 
continued computer-illiteracy among customers. Factors that can speed up the process are 
more benefits and lower costs for Internet banking customers, e.g. in the form of an easier 
and costless access to Internet banks and lower prices on computers and modems. New 
entrants into banking such as computer firms with competences in computing and 
computer security and networks will also speed up the adaptation process. Also the bank 
managements’ barriers and interest in slowing down or speeding up the process are 
important. (Mols, 1999) 
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2.4 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
Hubbard (2000) defines strategy as the “decisions having high medium-term to long-term 
impact on the activities of the organization”.   
 
Two important strategic distribution channel decisions are facing the banks. The first 
relates to which customer segment to target. As argued by Mols (1999), there are two 
fundamentally different segments: the Internet banking segment and the branch banking 
segment. This gives the banks three options of both or either one of the segments  
 
 
2.4.1 The Branch Banking Strategy 
 
Mols (1999) stated that thirty years ago, practically all banks were pursuing this strategy 
(Crede, 1997) this is where they have their competences, this is the distribution channel 
structure the management team are used to, and it is therefore likely to represent the 
paradigm for most bankers. The problem connected with this strategy is that it leads to a 
decreasing number of customers and the closing of branches. In short and intermediate 
range, it can be a profitable strategy if the banks are able to keep costs low. But it will be 
unpopular among many bank managers because it is a non-growth strategy. However, 
mergers and acquisitions can maintain growth, but only a few banks will have the luck 
and skills necessary for such a strategy. 
The most likely strategy for banks at present pursuing this strategy is therefore to change 
their strategy slightly so that it is combined with the offering of Internet banking services. 
For some banks the transformation will cause problems because they lack the necessary 
resources and will have difficulties in finding suitable partners. Another problem is that 
the banks are likely to hesitate to promote the Internet banking systems, that their costs 
will become too high, and that it will be difficult for them to match the prices of 
competing Internet banks (Birch and Young, 1997). 
 
 
2.4.2 The Internet Banking Strategy 
 
Mols (1999) further point out that the Internet banking strategy only requires one single 
branch as all normal routine transactions are handled through the Internet. For present 
banks, a pure Internet banking strategy requires radical changes in the branch network. 
The number of branches has to be reduced and the banks have to build new competences. 
The staff will have to be reduced because of efficiency gains and some will have to be 
replaced because of inadequate skills. Regarding smaller banks, they will have to find 
suitable partners with whom they can cooperate on the development of their Internet 
banking services. However, the strategy has the advantage that it aims at serving the 
fastest growing customer segment. Thereby it becomes a means to gain a larger market 
share. In addition it is a low cost strategy because the Internet is a much cheaper 
distribution channel than the traditional branch network. The disadvantage is that it is 
difficult for Internet banks to differentiate their offerings (Birch and Young, 1997). Thus, 
the market is more transparent and the competition is fiercer. For example, Hamill (1997) 
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predicts that the Internet will lead to a narrowing of price differentials and, as described 
by Birch and Young (1997), it may become increasingly difficult to earn a profit because 
of intense price competition. 
 
 
2.4.3 The Dual Channel Strategy 
 
Mols (1999) continue point out that the dual channel strategy combines elements from 
the two described strategies, say, branch banking strategy and Internet banking strategy. 
This gives the banks the opportunity for a gentle transition from a branch banking 
strategy to an Internet banking strategy, and it provides the good market coverage 
(Anderson et al., 1997). It is also a way for bank managers to hedge their bets by making 
a number of smaller investments in Internet banking systems while simultaneously 
continuing a traditional branch banking strategy. In other words, it is a less risky strategy 
(Courtney et al., 1997) 
 
However, the dual strategy is not without problems. Dual channels are likely to lead to 
conflicts between Internet banking departments and branch banking departments, and it 
can be difficult to motivate the front personnel to promote the Internet banking services, 
when they know that it will lead to their unemployment. This cannibalization can be 
difficult for bankers to accept. The strategy can also result in customer problems because 
they may have differential between the services offered through the branches and the 
services offered through the Internet. A way to compensate for the loss of branch banking 
customers could be through a diversification where the branches are used as real estate or 
post offices. (Mols, 1999) 
 
 
2.5 The Level of Internet Banking 
 
Internet banking has developed a few years. Parsons (1996) assumed that, in adopting the 
Internet, firms go through three main stages: 
 
The first phase, information presentation, which involves the initiative to launch a basic 
on-line presence mainly in order to present information to the customers. Information 
presentation may involve one-way communication (such as informing customers about 
products and services), or two-way communication (involving some degree of 
interaction, since by allowing users to send electronic mails to the firm in order to make 
enquiries, suggestions or complaints). In this stage, the overall purpose of using the 
Internet is a marketing one, namely to enhance the image and supply product 
information. So far, the firm has not set any formal structure for the Internet unit and 
Internet-related activities are enjoying little visibility in the organization, mainly driven 
by individual interests. This can be seen as the first step a firm takes towards improving 
customer service through providing more information about its services and products. It 
is not very innovative since the Internet is used just as yet another information channel. 
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Usually customers would require more information, more interaction and transactions, 
and in response to such demands further investments in money and attention are devoted, 
hence the beginning of the second stage: transaction stage. A small full-time technical 
group of staff is set up, assuming responsibility for establishing and maintaining the 
Internet site. The investment at this stage is still lacking a clear vision and the site is 
mainly used as a context within which customers can carry out basic transaction, such as 
paying bills, transferring money from one account to another, etc. The Internet is used as 
a cost-efficient supplementary channel to banks’ branches, for promoting, transacting and 
delivering services and products. Rose (2000) evaluated that in transaction level, and the 
Internet banking may provide services to customers are seven service categories:  
 

• Opening an account; 
• Deposits and withdrawals; 
• Rates and fees; 
• Navigation and ease of use; 
• Bill paying; 
• Security; and  
• Customer service.  

 
In the third stage, the Internet unit develops its own structure and marketing-related and 
technology-related activities are separated. The online unit begins to gain the status of a 
stand-alone unit, conducting its own activities and pursuing its own objectives. The firm 
will expand the range of services and products offered, paying increasing attention to 
customer demands, by appreciating more and more the importance of the information it 
can gather from its customers and using it as input in developing new products and 
services. In order to innovate and create new products and services that solve more of the 
customer’s overall problems and needs, the firm may have to join forces and collaborate 
with other partners. At the same time, it begins to make more sophisticated use of its site, 
such as customizing it according to the requirements of customers. This may imply the 
addition of more technical features such as connecting the Internet with mobile 
telephone, offering the customer, no matter where they are, online services. 
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3 Chapter Three: Frame of Reference  
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
This section will formulate the frame of reference for the study. The development of the 
frame of reference will be based on the research questions and their related theoretical 
areas described in chapter two. First, the author will conceptualize the issues related to 
the research questions, and second, an operationalization is developed. Finally, the 
emerged frame of reference is presented. 
 
 
3.2 Conceptualization 
 
The conceptualization of the study as mentioned previously, the formulated research 
problem and research questions, as well as the associated theoretical areas selected have 
shown in the former chapters. The research problem and the research questions of the 
study posed are: 
 
How to get the right understanding of the role of Internet banking as a distribution 
channel? 
 
RQ1:     How to analyze the influence of Internet Banking on distribution channel  
              structure of banks? 
 
RQ2:     How to analyze the choice of distribution channel strategies the banks face with? 
 
RQ3:     How to analyze the level of Internet Banking that the banks offer to the  
              customers? 
 
In order to provide the means for the development of the conceptual framework for this 
study, the following models/concepts were selected in chapter two (Table 3) 
 
 
Research 
question 

Theoretical area Selection of models/concepts and 
correspondent references 

Internet banking Definition of Internet banking.  
Sathye, 1999 

Customer segment Types of market segment. 
Meidan, 1996 

Distribution channel Channels of distribution for Banks. 
Meidan, 1996 

#1 

Distribution channel 
structure 

Marketing financial services: Distribution 
channels for banks and building societies. 
Meidan, 1996 
Economic distribution channel theory. 
Stern, 1996 
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 The Internet influence on 
distribution channels 
structure 

The adaptation process in distribution 
channels. 
Mols, 1999 

#2 Distribution channel 
strategies 
 

The banks’ strategic distribution channel 
decisions. 
Mols, 1999 
 

#3 The level of Internet banking 
 

Organizing for digital marketing. 
Parson, et al., 1996 
 

 
Table 3: Selection of Models/Concepts for the study’s conceptual framework 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
3.3 Operationaliztion 
 
In this section, the concepts and variables that have been selected for the frame of 
reference of the study will be further developed so as to provide basis and means for 
observation and measurement. 
 
 

Concepts 
 

Operationalization 

Customer segment In the light of Mols (1999), there are two major segments: 
• Internet banking segment. 
• Branch banking segment. 

Distribution channel  According to Meidan (1996), the channels of distribution in 
financial services perform a number of key functions, as 
follows: 

• Sale and offer of services and products, as well as 
advising customers. 

• Contact and liaison with advertising and public 
campaigns. 

• Gathering of information necessary for planning 
marketing activities, strategy decisions and product 
development. 

Distribution channel 
structure  

Meidan (1996) described two major channels in the distribution 
channel structure for banks: 

• Direct channels: branches, in-shop branches.  
• Indirect channels: electronic methods, agencies. 

Stern (1996) stated that a distribution channel model is likely to 
take a customer perspective: 

• Analyze the output from the commercial part of the 
different distribution channels 

• The customers’ costs 
• The customers’ benefits  
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The Internet influence on 
distribution channels 
structure 

The Internet influences the future distribution channel structure 
in two ways: 

• Internet is in itself a new distribution channel for 
financial services. 

• The Internet influences consumers: Internet banking 
segment is emerged.   

The changes in these two elements are then input to a change 
process where the structure of the distribution channel is 
adapted to the new environment. Therefore, the existing 
distribution channel also influences the changes in the 
distribution channel structure. The change process ends when 
the new channel is the normative distribution channel. Mols, 
1999 

Distribution channel 
strategies  
 

In the light of Mols (1999), there are three choice of 
distribution channel strategies for banks: 

• The branch banking strategy 
• The Internet banking strategy 
• The dual channel strategy 

The level of Internet banking 
 

Parsons (1996) assumed that, in adopting the Internet, firms go 
through three main stages: 

• Information presentation, 
• Transaction stage 
• Stand-alone 

 
 
Table 4: Observation and measurement of concepts 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
3.4 Emerged Frame of Reference 
 
In the previous sections the author has conceptualized the issues to be included in the 
frame of reference that best provides the theoretical means to answer this study’s research 
problem and research questions. Furthermore, this study’s operationalization of the 
concepts was developed. In this section, the emerged frame of reference is presented 
(Figure 6): 
 
To analyze the influence of Internet banking on distribution channel structure of banks, 
the author will deal with three aspects, namely Internet emergence, the change of 
customer segment for banks due to Internet, and the change of distribution channel 
structure of the banks.  
 
Afterwards, the author will analyze the banks face with choice of the distribution channel 
strategies. According to distribution channel planning (Mols, 1999), the banks face with 
three choice of distribution channel strategies, that is, Internet banking channel strategy, 
branch banking channel strategy, and dual channel strategy. 
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After analyzing the first two questions, in order to get understanding of the role of 
Internet banking at present, the author will further analyze the level of Internet banking 
that the banks offer to the customers. The author will deal with three level of Internet 
banking, say, information presentation, transaction, stand-alone as new business separate 
from the banks. A brief explanation of the conceptual framework is provided: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The influence of Internet  
on distribution channel structure of banks 

 •Internet  •Customers Segment 
•Distribution channel 
  structure 
   

 The banks face with choice of  
the distribution channel strategies 

•Internet  
 banking  
 channel  
        strategy 

•Branch 
 banking 
channel 
strategy 

•Dual channel  
strategy 

 The banks offer the level of  
Internet Banking to the customers 

 •Information  
 presentation
•Transaction

 •Stand-alone

Figure 6: Emerged frame of reference
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
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4 Chapter four: Methodology 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter begins with discussion the research approach used in the study. 
Subsequently the research strategy is selected, and the choice of the banks and analysis 
methods are discussed. Finally, the chapter discusses the quality of the research. 
 
 
4.2 Research Approach 
 
The choice of research approach can be divided into qualitative and quantitative 
researches. In quantitative research, researchers try to generalize their findings and to 
make as good descriptions as possible. This approach may be associated with a natural 
scientific mode of research in many cases, and the results of data analysis can be 
expressed in numbers rather than words. Hence, this approach does not suit to the 
author’s selected research problem and subsequent research questions. In qualitative 
research, researchers try to add one description to previous knowledge and research aims 
at understanding with a holistic view. The results of data analysis can be expressed in the 
form of words rather than numbers. Following discussion above, the author therefore 
deems that qualitative approach is most suitable for the purpose of the study. 
 
 
4.3 Research Strategy 
 
According to Yin (1994) there are several ways of conducting qualitative research, 
namely by using experiments, surveys, histories, analysis of archival information and 
case studies. Each strategy has its advantages and drawbacks depending on: 1) the type of 
research question, 2) investigator’s control over actual behavioral events, and 3) the focus 
on contemporary versus historical phenomena. The boundaries between the methods are 
not always clear and sharp, and they often overlap each other. 
 
Table 5 displays all three of these conditions that need to be addressed when determining 
on a strategy. As seen in Table 5, case studies have advantageous when a “how” or 
“why” question is asked about a contemporary set of events, over which the investigator 
has little or no control. Case studies also provide little basis for generalization, which 
agrees with the author’s choice of qualitative research approach. A case study involves 
research on a smaller, delimited group. It can be done on an individual level, or a group 
level. Case studies are often used if processes and changes are studied (Yin, 1994). 
 
The author believes that the use of case study as a research strategy suits the nature of the 
study best, primarily because the purpose of the study best fit the form of research 
questions how and why in Table 5 below. The author also studies changes that are taking 
place due to a certain phenomenon, and the choice is further motivated by the fact that 
the author has no control over behavioral events and that the author is dealing with a 
contemporary event. 
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Strategy Form of research 

question 
Requires control 
over behavioral 

events? 

Focuses on 
contemporary 

events? 
Experiment How, why Yes Yes 
Survey Who, what, where, 

how many, how much 
No Yes 

Archival analysis Who, what, where, 
how many, how much 

No Yes/no 

History How, why No No 
Case study How, why No Yes 
 
Table 5:  Relevant situation for different research strategies  
Source: Yin, 1994, pp.6 
 
A researcher can choose to conduct research on a single-case study or on multiple case 
studies. The single case study is appropriate when the single case represents: the single 
critical case, meeting all of the conditions for testing a formulated theory, an extreme or 
unique case, or a revelatory case, e.g. when the researcher has the opportunity to observe 
and analyze a phenomenon previously inaccessible to scientific investigation. A multiple-
case design involves more than a single case. The advantages of multiple case studies are 
that the resulting evidence is considered to be more compelling and more robust, but they 
are also more expensive and time-consuming. The validity increases with the number of 
cases selected (Yin, 1994). 
 
The author will conduct multiple case studies since the research is not dependent on a 
single, critical, extreme, unique or revelatory case. Additionally, multiple case studies 
will provide more compelling and robust information about the research problem, and 
also provide increased validity to the research. 
 
 
4.4 Case Study Design 
 
A brief discussion will be drawn concerning the design of the study. Yin (1994) refers to 
five components of a research design: the study’s questions, its propositions, if any, its 
unit(s) of analysis, the logic linking the data to the propositions, and the criteria for 
interpreting the findings. 
 
The first two components have already been discussed, concerning the study’s research 
problem and research questions, and the conceptual framework developed in the former 
chapter. Regarding the two latter components, they are dealt with in the later sections of 
this methodology chapter. Therefore, in this section, the discussion is limited to the 
specification of this study’s unit of analysis. Some scholars have defined unit of analysis 
as the case itself. Miles and Huberman (1994, pp.25) define “case as a phenomenon of 
some sort occurring in a bounded context. The case is, in effect, your unit of analysis”. 
Yin (1994) remarks that unit of analysis “is related to the fundamental problem of 
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defining what the “case” is” (Yin, 1994, pp.21). Following this line of reasoning, the case 
of this study (or unit of analysis) could be defined as the role of Internet banking in the 
bank sector. 
 
However, Yin (1994) further argues, “As a general guide, the definition of the unit of 
analysis (and therefore of the case), is related to the way the initial research questions 
have been defined” (Yin, 1994, pp.22). Hence, in the definition of this study’s unit of 
analysis, it is essential to take into consideration the formulated research questions. 
 
Three logical sub-units have been identified in the author’s conceptual framework: the 
Internet impact on distribution channel structure of banks, the distribution channel 
strategies that bank face with, and the level of Internet banking. According to Yin (1994, 
pp.41), “ the same case study may involve more than one unit of analysis”. This is known 
as an embedded case study design. When choosing between a holistic versus an 
embedded case study design the following issues were considered: 
 

• The holistic design is advantageous when no logical sub-units can be identified 
and when the relevant theory underlying the case study is itself of a holistic 
nature. 

• A problem identified with the holistic design “is that the entire case study may be 
conducted at an abstract level with no measures or data”. 

• The risk that no specific phenomenon is examined in operational detail in a 
holistic design. 

• Sub-units in an embedded design can serve as an important device for focusing a 
case study inquiry. 

 
In this study, the author has clearly identified logical sub-units (the Internet impact on 
distribution channel structure of banks, distribution channel strategies that bank face 
with, and the level of Internet banking). Furthermore, the arguments presented above in 
favor of the embedded design motivate the selection of this design. In conclusion, this 
study has an embedded case study design with the following embedded units of analysis: 
 

• The Internet impact on distribution channel structure of banks 
• Distribution channel strategies that bank face with 
• The level of Internet banking 

 
 
4.5 Sample Selection 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) indicate that sampling in qualitative research involves two 
actions: 

• The setting of boundaries: “to define aspects of your case(s) that you can study 
within the limits of your time and means”. 

• The creation of a frame: “to help you uncover, confirm, or qualify the basic 
processes or constructs that under gird you study”.  
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Thus, sampling in this study involves two stages: Select the country and then select the 
type of banks. 
 
When a multiple-case study strategy is chosen, the author considers that Chinese banks 
are interesting to study. Because the year 2002 is the first year for China to meet its 
commitment it has made to the WTO and great changes are taking place in China that 
will capture the world's attention. The reforms and opening-up of the Chinese banking 
industry have entered into a new stage. Hence, this study will be conducted in Chinese 
banking industry. 
 
In the light of the research problem and three research questions, the author will set up a 
set of criteria that would guide the author in the choice of the banks. The criteria are: 

• The bank should be typical in China 
• The bank should perform Internet banking in China 

 
In the light of the criteria of sample selection, three Chinese banks were chosen by the 
author as shown in Table 6. 
 

Bank name 
 

Internet banking  Generic Characteristics 

China Merchants Bank 
(CMB) 

www.cmbchina.com  Established in 1987, CMB 
was born as the result of 
China’s reform of financial 
system.  It is the first 
commercial bank in China 
that was entirely invested by 
corporate enterprises, an 
experiment of diversifying 
financial institutions 

Bank of China 
(BOC) 

www.bank-of-china.com  Established in 1912, BOC is 
the oldest bank in China and 
one of four state-owned banks 
as well as launched the first 
Internet banking in China 

Industrial and Commercial 
Bank of China (ICBC) 

www.icbc.com.cn  Established in 1985, ICBC is 
the largest state-owned 
commercial bank in China. 
Get the reward as the best 
Internet banking in China by 
“Banker” in England in 2002.  

 
Table 6: The selected Chinese banks  
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
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4.6 Data Collection Methods 
 
There are different ways to collect the necessary data for a case study, which provides the 
essential basis for a study. The data-collection method is highly influenced by the 
methodology chosen (Saunders and Thornhill, 2000). Data for case studies can come 
from six different sources: documentations, archival records, interviews, direct-
observations, participant-observations, and physical artifacts. (Yin, 1994) 
 
As Yin (1994, p9) emphasizes “a major strength of case study data collection is the 
opportunity to use many different sources of evidence is the development of converging 
lines of inquiry, a process of triangulation” by this process of triangulation. Yin means 
that one has the possibility to obtain multiple measures of the same phenomenon, which 
is considered an advantage regarding the compliance to the validity criteria of any 
scientific work. 
 
Hence, within the scope of the research, the author will use as many sources of data as 
possible. First, the author will use documentation as a mean to augment evidence from 
other sources. For example, such data are available mainly in form of the bank 
information material (annual reports, articles, brochures, online information presentation, 
etc.), and this documentation will provide the author with an overall view of the present 
situation of the banks. 
 
Interviews can be defined as the collection of information from respondents. Interviews 
can assume three different forms: open-ended, focused, and structured (Yin, 1994). The 
open-ended interview is the least-structured type where the respondent is not framed to 
any structured questions and is allowed to float more freely, expressing opinions and 
insights. The focused interview may be referred to as a semi- structured type of interview, 
where an informal conversation may be maintained within certain boundaries of pre-
determined topics. Finally, the structured interview is more in line with what is found in a 
typical survey research, where the interview is guided by a thorough set of pre-designed 
questions. Hence, primary data collection through interviews is essential to tackle the 
research problem and questions. The complexity of the phenomenon under study and the 
“human” involvement make this choice vital. Obtaining data from those who actually 
participate the development of Internet banking is paramount for the accomplishment of 
this study. Furthermore, personal interviews are selected as the core source of data of the 
study, due to the fact that social interaction and probing are possible, thus increasing the 
probability to obtain more accurate responses. The author chooses to use a “focused” 
personal interview in the following way: 
 

1. First, interview guide should be designed in Chinese in order to ensure the 
respondents to get right understand.  According to the three research questions 
to design interview guide, the interview guide is in line with order of the 
research questions designed as shown in Table 7. 
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Interview Guide Research 
Questions 

Theoretical area 

#4 - #6 #1 • Internet banking 
• Customer segment 
• Distribution channel 
• Distribution channel structure 
• The Internet influence on distribution 

channels structure 
#7 #2 • Distribution channel strategies 

 
#8 - #12 #3 • The level of Internet banking 

 
 

#1 - #3 
 

 
General Bank Characteristics 

 
Table 7: The thought of interview guide design 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
2. Second, interviewee should be manager or in charge person who can give the 

author necessary insight about Internet banking of the bank. The identified 
respondents held the following functional position in their respective bank 
(see Table 8): 

 
Bank 

 
Interviewee functional 

position 
Interview manner 

and time 
Vice president of department 
of science and technology 
information in the 
headquarters Shenzhen, 
China. 

Telephone 
1.5 hours 

China Merchants Bank 
(CMB) 
 

The head of Internet banking 
in Sichuan, China. 

Online telephone 
3 hours 

Bank of China (BOC) 
 

The head of Internet banking 
in headquarters Beijing, 
China. 
 

Telephone 
2 hours 

Industrial and 
commercial Bank of 
China (ICBC) 

The head of Internet banking 
in headquarters Beijing, 
China. 
 

Telephone 
2 hours 

 
Table 8: Functional positions of the Interviewee Subjects selected and Interview 
              manner and time for this study 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
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3. The third issue concerns the interview manner and time. The author decided to 
conduct telephone interview as well as online telephone interview in Chinese. 
The interview time should be one and half hours to two hours or more to 
ensure validity and reliability (see Table 8).   

 
4. Finally, interview guide should be sent in advance. 

 
The four remaining sources of data, as proposed by Yin (1994) are: archival records, 
direct-observations, participant-observations, and physical artifacts. It seems that they are 
not suitable for the study. 
 
In summary, two sources of evidence will be used: documentation and interviews. The 
core of data collection is gathered through a telephone and online telephone personal 
interview. 
 
 
4.7 Data Analysis 
 
Analyzing the data collected in qualitative studies is more time consuming and more 
complex than in quantitative studies. The reason is that in a quantitative questionnaire, 
the information collected is provided in such a form that it can be analyzed directly, and 
there are formalized rules on how to go about in this analysis (Yin, 1994). 
 
In qualitative studies, all structuring and organizing of information must be done after 
that the data-collection is completed. Before analyzing the empirical data, it needs to be 
translated into some interpretative form (Yin, 1994). The registered raw-data were 
therefore first divided into categories or problem areas that emerged during the data 
registration and analysis process. The author decide to use two manner analyzing data: 
 
Within-case analysis. Analysis is conducted within each case. 
Cross-case analysis. A comparison analysis is between different cases. 
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Figure 7: Data analysis methods 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
4.8 Validity and Reliability 
 
Two questions should be asked: 
 

1. Does the research fulfill the criteria of reliability? 
 
Yin (1994) asserts the criteria of reliability as “ demonstrating that the operations of a 
study – such as the data collection procedures can be repeated, with the same results”. 
 
To gain reliability of the study, the interviewees should be in charge person at department 
of Internet banking, and the author will send interview guide in Chinese in advance and 
spend enough time to conduct interview using Chinese and will double checking some of 
data collected during the interview. 
 

2. Does the research fulfill the criteria of validity? 
 
Gummesson (1988, pp.81) views “…validity as a continuous process that is integrated 
with theory and that requires the researcher to continuously assess his assumptions, revise 
his results, retest his theories and models and reappraise the given limitations that have 
been set for the study”  
 
To increase the validity in this study the author has selected using multiple sources of 
evidence namely documentation and personal interviews. In order to further increase the 
validity of this study the author will use well-established literature to construct the frame 
of reference. The choice to conduct multiple case studies on at least three banks has also 

Case 1 

Case 3 Case 2 Cross-case 

Within-case 
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increased the validity of this study, since it will provide the author with more information 
about the research problem. 
 
Finally, to add validity to the study, according to Gummesson (1988, pp58) “… the more 
advanced knowledge that one has of the area under study, the greater the potential value 
of a study visit or an interview”. Thus, the author should learn related knowledge about 
banks in advance. 
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5 Chapter Five: Cases 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, the empirical data of this study are presented. In the methodology chapter, 
three Chinese banks were selected for this study. The empirical data concerning each 
bank will be presented as follows: 
 

• Corporate Background 
• Distribution Channel Structure 
• Distribution Channel Strategy 
• The Level of Internet Banking 

 
 
5.2 Case 1: China Merchants Bank (CMB) 
 
5.2.1 Corporate Background 
 
China Merchants Bank (CMB) was established on April 8, 1987.  Based in the special 
economic district – Shenzhen, CMB was born as the result of China’s reform of financial 
system.  It is the first commercial bank in China that was entirely invested by corporate 
enterprises, an experiment of diversifying financial institutions.  After the third time of 
issuing equity stock in 1998, the number of stockholders increased to 106, and the capital 
of CMB increased to RMB 4.2 billion (U.S.$ 507.24 million).  Up to the end of year 
2001, CMB had total assets of RMB 3300 billion (U.S.$ 397 billion), and the total profits 
are more than RMB 231million (U.S.$27.8million). On April 9, 2002 CMB’s stock has 
come into the market.  
 
Within 15 years CMB has expanded its business to national wide.  It opened branches in 
cities that are economic centers in most provinces (31 branches besides headquarters in 
Shenzhen).  CMB has more than 200,000 customers, and it also develops actively its 
international business and has found business relationship with more than 900 foreign 
banks.  CMB has gradually got rid of the perspective of a local bank and gained 
customers’ recognition as a fast-growing and innovative bank. 
 
CMB has capable employees and concise organization. CMB was established as an 
attempt of financial reform.  The management tried to bring in advanced banking 
operation from the very beginning.  A complete empowerment mechanism has been 
introduced.  Employees’ responsibility has been stated clearly and their performance is 
directly linked to their compensation.  In a competitive yet ambitious atmosphere, 
employees are hard working, efficient and responsible.  Furthermore, CMB has a 
relatively young employee group and management, which enable it to accept new 
products and new technology quickly. 
 
CMB management intends to take the leading position in technology applications.  It 
finished the electronization of banking operation procedures.  All branches are 
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networked.  It has also built the first and the only banking data warehouse up to now.  
Clients can access their account information through the Internet no matter which branch 
their accounts are with.   
 
CMB has successful brand up to now. CMB introduced an entirely new product “All in 
One” banking card in 1995.  “All in One” card is a combination of most of the individual 
banking products provided by CMB. One plastic card replaces various bankbooks and 
certificates.  The convenience of “All in One” card wins word of mouth quickly.  Thanks 
for the electronization, “All in One” card became the first banking card that could be used 
to bank with and withdraw from any branch nationwide.  By the end of October 2000, the 
issue of “All in One” card exceeded 10 millions.  
 
On April 1997 CMB formally launched its web site – www.cmbchina.com in Chinese, so 
far CMB has not launched its web site of English version.  
 
 
5.2.2 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
Owing to Internet emergence, CMB distribution channel structure has been changed. 
CMB can’t beat Big Four banks with number of location branches, so it must seek 
another way that can avoid its weakness and make full use of its advantages. Hence, 
CMB think it is important target Internet segment, to provide them online service, for this 
reason, it is inevitable result that CMB distribution channel structure must be changed. 
 
Before CMB target Internet segment, its distribution channels has both direct and indirect 
channel. Its direct channel is its 300 branches and sub-branches, and its indirect channel 
is AMT, POS, and telephone banking. When CMB provides Internet banking to 
customers, its distribution channel structure has been changed, in CMB indirect channel, 
Internet banking channel emerges. CMB current distribution channel structure is showed 
in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: CMB current distribution channel structure 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
5.2.3 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
CMB’s vision is creating the bank with hundred histories for CMB and becomes a better 
player in the stock market. According to its vision, CMB’s development strategy is to 
develop CMB on the basis of science and technology. Moreover, one of the CMB’s aims 
is become the leader in technology perspective. CMB realizes that CMB cannot beat the 
Big Four state-owned banks in capitals and branch networks.  The large scale of the Big 
Four results from planned economy, state-owned enterprise system and governmental 
protection.  Similar circumstances will never repeat.  Banks have to compete in features 
instead of size.  The Internet fortunately gives CMB the opportunities to beat the Big four 
banks in the Internet banking perspective. Hence, it can’t ignore the Internet banking 
segment based on its aim as being leader in technology perspective.  
 
CMB decide target both branch banking segment and Internet banking segment in the 
good trends of Internet development. It opt for dual channels strategy, that is to say, a 
strategy connection between branch banking channel strategy and Internet banking 
channel strategy. It will incorporate Internet banking into its traditional banking. 
 
It regards some advantages of employing dual channel strategy for CMB as follows:  
 
Keeping branch banking channel business, CMB uses Internet banking channel to 
provide customers on-line service. It is exact that Internet brings an advantage for small-
and-medium companies to perform some business as big companies. Internet banking 

Indirect 

CMB  
Distribution channels 

Direct 

Electronic 
methods 

ATM 

Branches or sub-branches 
POS 

Mobilphone
banking 

Telephone 
banking 

Internet banking 
All in One Net 
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enables CMB to customize its services so as to focus on a distinctive group of customers. 
The increasing commercial use of the Internet provides CMB a promising area to 
outperform the Big Four in spite of its small size.  To compete in online banking does not 
require CMB to set up branches in every city and town or to accumulate huge capital.  
Once it established its web site, its customers can enjoy convenient online services 
anywhere, as long as they have the Internet access.   
 
Dual channel strategy requires digitization of banking operation and cooperation of all 
departments.  The digitization of data makes the access of data faster and more accurate.  
Meanwhile, the sharing of data is turned into reality in Internet banking, which 
tremendously increases efficiency.  The easiness of collecting and storing data from 
online channel also facilitates CMB to employ data-mining software to find hidden 
patterns of consumer behaviors. 
 
Moreover, to choose dual channel strategy in order to conducting online banking 
successfully, offline sector and online sector should collaborate closely.  For example, 
after customers apply for “All in One” card via the Internet, the offline card issuing 
department should prepare the card immediately.  The common goal of providing perfect 
Internet banking service will stimulate the cohesion among all departments. 
 
 
5.2.4 The Level of The Internet Banking 
 
In 1994, CMB began to research e-commerce, on April 1997 CMB formally launched its 
web site – www.cmbchina.com. Because CMB’s aim of Internet banking is to domestic 
customers, it did not launch English version at the same time, but CMB plan to launch its 
English version on June 2003.   
 
CMB regards its web site as “All in One Net”. In the beginning of CMB Internet banking, 
it just provided information about bank’s products and news, etc. On September 1999 
CMB begun to provide Internet banking service, and it built a system service of Internet 
banking as follows: 
 

• Internet corporate banking  
• Internet personal banking 
• Internet payment 
• Internet securities  
• Internet shopping  

 
In 1999, CMB affiliated with famous Internet portals and online merchants, such as 
www.sina.com, www.sohu.com, www.8848.com and Southern Airline, to launch an 
online shopping promotional activity that lasted for months.  “All in One” card became 
dominant online payment instrument. 
 
Meanwhile, CMB upgraded its online banking services.  It enriched the functions of both 
online corporate banking and online individual banking.  CMB’s efforts were paid back.  
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It established such an image in the public as a pioneer in E-Commerce.  When the 
People’s Bank of China called on major banks to draft E-Banking regulations, CMB was 
the only one except the Big Four banks (www.chinaonline.com ). 
 
Now “All in One Net” becomes famous brand in Internet banking field of China. 
Moreover, it is a leadership of both Internet technology and transaction in Chinese 
Internet banking field. In the end of May 2002, CMB has 30,000 corporate customers of 
Internet corporate banking, and transactions are more than 180,000 million (US. $ 21,686 
million) Online transactions account for 45 percent of personal service transactions, 15 
percent transactions of corporate transactions.  
 
 
5.3 Case 2: Bank of China (BOC) 
 
5.3.1 Corporate Background 
 
Established in 1912, Bank of China is the oldest bank in China. It has been ranked one of 
the world's top banks in terms of capital from The Banker. For 90 years, Bank of China 
has played an important role in promoting China's economic and social progress through 
its active involvement in the country's international trade and financial activities. Since 
1992 the bank has been repeatedly awarded “The Best Bank in China” by the well-known 
professional magazine Euromoney, the latest being in 2001. Moreover, the Bank was 
included in the Fortune Global 500 for 13 consecutive years.  
 
Bank of China is the first and the only Chinese bank that has presence in all major 
continents. At the present the bank offers financial services through its global network 
that includes 560 overseas offices located in 25 countries and regions. In Hong Kong and 
Macao Bank of China is one of the local note-issuing banks. BOC has 116 domestic 
branches and 42 overseas branches. 

In 2001, the Bank of China continued to generate the biggest profit among all Chinese 
banks, realizing a pre-tax consolidated profit of RMB10.914 billion (US$ 1.3149 billion), 
of which RMB2.248 billion (US$ 0.27084 billion) was generated by the domestic 
operations and RMB8.666 billion (US$ 1.0441 billion) by overseas ones. At the year-end 
2001, the total asset of the bank was RMB3.39 trillion (an equivalent of US$ 409.7 
billion).  
 
Traditional commercial banking constitutes the majority of the Bank's business. The 
Bank's commercial banking activities have three major components--corporate banking, 
retail banking and banking with financial institutions. Corporate banking is built upon the 
backbone of the bank's core credit products, to meet the needs of its corporate clients and 
provide them with individual and innovative financial services. Retail banking serves the 
financial needs of the bank's individual customers, focusing on providing them with 
integrated products based around the bank's Great Wall Card. Financial institutions 
banking serves banks, securities firms and insurance companies worldwide with such 
services as funds transfer, clearing, interbank lending and custody.  
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In line with the developing trends of the international financial industry, Bank of China 
has bolstered its foothold in commercial banking while expanding its investment banking 
and insurance arms. Bank of China International (BOCI), the bank's investment banking 
arm, has established itself as China's most successful investment bank abroad, with the 
longest history, largest assets under management, broadest distribution network and 
strongest professional team. In 2001, BOC International Holdings Ltd. and the Bank of 
China Group Insurance Co., Ltd. were approved to establish offices and begin business 
operations in the mainland, making Bank of China the only bancassurance provider in 
China.  
 
To consolidate its competitive advantage in the market, Bank of China has, from early 
2000, taken a series of reform initiatives around the concept of building good corporate 
governance. In 2001, Bank of China successfully restructured its operations in Hong 
Kong by merging 10 of its member banks into Bank of China, Hong Kong Ltd., a locally 
registered bank. 
 
In July 2002, BOC Hong Kong (Holdings) was successfully listed on the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange. The USD2.8 billion offering was over-subscribed by 7.5 times. Within a 
short time of the listing, BOC Hong Kong was included into key international 
benchmarks such as the MSCI Hong Kong Index, signifying the importance that the 
world's finance market gives to the bank. The deal was a landmark in the development of 
the Bank of China and a significant move in the reform of China's banking industry.  
 
In the year 2002, Bank of China celebrated its 90th anniversary. The traditions of the 
bank continue to be to build the reputation of Bank of China as both creditworthy and 
trusted, as well as to strive for success through innovation. With its proud 90-year 
history, Bank of China will continue to build on what has already been achieved to date, 
and leap forward with renewed energy to create an even greater organization in the 
future. 
 
BOC has created many "Firsts" in the Chinese banking industry. Such as: 
 

• 1980, BOC became the first bank in China to provide export seller's credit. 
• 1986, BOC offered Renminbi Great Wall Credit Card service in the domestic 

financial sector, the first credit card in China. 
• 1991, BOC introduced the first telephone banking service in China. 
• 1992, BOC launched the first international factoring service in China. 
• 2001, BOC International Holdings Ltd. and the Bank of China Group Insurance 

Co., Ltd. began to establish outlets and launched operations in the mainland. 
Thus, the Bank is able to develop on three fronts - commercial banking, 
investment banking and insurance. 

• In 1996, BOC launched the first on-line banking services.  
 
By the end of 2001, the BOC Group had a total of 13,089 locations, a decrease of 453 
from the end of the previous year. The total number of employees was 201,590, a 
decrease of 9,014 from the end of the previous year. The Group operated at 12,529 
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offices in the mainland, a decrease of 438 from the end of the previous year; the number 
of staff was reduced by 7,750, bringing the total figure down to 184,529. By the end of 
2001, the Group had a total of 560 overseas locations, down 15 from the end of the 
previous year; the number of overseas employees decreased by 1,264 to 17,061. 
 
Over the next five years BOC will make a determined effort to build the Bank of China 
into a truly commercial bank that is increasingly active overseas. Within the next decade 
BOC believes that through recapitalisation, mergers and acquisitions the Bank will 
emerge as one of the major players in the international banking community. 
 
 
5.3.2 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
BOC as one of Big Four banks in China, it, of cause, pursues the Internet segment by 
using its advantages in advanced technology. It can’t leave behind by other banks. 
Before BOC accepted Internet banking, its distribution channels have both direct and 
indirect distribution channel. Direct distribution channels are its overseas branches and 
branches, and indirect distribution channel are electronic methods as ATM, POS and 
telephone banking, etc. After BOC accepted Internet banking, its distribution channel has 
inevitably been changed. Internet banking becomes a new member of BOC indirect 
channel. BOC current distribution channel structure is showed in Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: BOC current distribution channel structure  
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
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5.3.3 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
The Bank of China aims to become one of the world's leading international banks. For 
achieving its goal, BOC is pursuing the right strategy. 
  
BOC realizes the rapid pace of change in the banking market. Already the massive 
restructuring of Chinese industry is generating demand for a whole new series of services 
and products, while economic and social reforms, together with rising level of standards 
of living, are creating new markets for consumer loans and personal financial products. 
Following China's accession to the WTO there will not only be substantial increases in 
trade, but also in the levels of inward and outward investments, which will bring with 
them even greater changes - and certainly more intense competition. 
 
BOC strategy has two main prongs. The first is to build up a new system of corporate 
governance that will progressively enable it to operate as a truly commercial and 
international bank. The second is to exploit its competitive advantages and develop new, 
profitable business. 
 
In order to pursue new profitable business, BOC decided target Internet segment and 
provided this segment Internet banking. Moreover, incorporated Internet banking into its 
branch banking business, that is to say, BOC chose the dual channel strategy. Because 
BOC deems that this dual strategy has become general competition strategy for 
commercial banking, it means that consolidating traditional banking operation, enhancing 
the information technology value of banking service, expanding new business area 
through developing Internet banking as a new distribution channel continually, and 
creating innovation of banking products service. 
 
BOC believes that it has several advantages to employ dual strategy: 
 

1. BOC has overall development strategy clearly. 
 
To keep up with huge change of business circumstance in both domestic and 
abroad, BOC made a overall development strategy as “ enhance both big 
corporate banking, big retail banking services based on information technology”, 
according to this strategy, BOC also made a short-term development Internet 
banking strategy as enhance Corporate Internet banking market based on regard 
development Corporate Internet banking as breakthrough point. Because BOC has 
clearly development Internet banking strategy, its Internet banking has 
accumulated good experience, and its Internet banking has made a progress 
stably. 
 
2. BOC has strong bank brand 
 
Bank of China is the oldest bank in China. Bank of China is the first and the only 
Chinese bank that has presence in all major continents. At the present the bank 
offers financial services through its global network generate the biggest profit 
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among all Chinese banks. And BOC has excellent talents. Hence, BOC brand has 
high reputation, and this point is the biggest advantage to develop Internet 
banking for BOC. 
 
3. BOC has extensive domestic and abroad system and service network 
 
BOC deem that Internet banking can have powerful life as long as it integrates 
clicks-and-mortar and bricks-and-mortar. Hence, BOC has powerful branch 
network in both domestic and abroad, and its Internet banking can provide 
convenient, timely and comprehensive online finance service for customers 
comparing with Internet-only banking. 
 
In addition, BOC has excellent human resource team, and this is also a advantage 
to develop Internet banking. 

 
 
5.3.4 The Level of The Internet Banking 
 
In early 1996 the Bank started the research on e-commerce. In August 1996 new edition 
of the Bank's website - www.bank-of-china.com with both Chinese and English version 
was launched. The Internet banking main aim is to promote the bank image and present 
traditional banking products. In February 1997 Bank of China Internet banking services 
began its construction, which marks the Bank's formal entry into e-commerce. In July 
1997 the Bank of China Internet banking services were put into production with 
consultation services to enterprise conglomerates, checking of balances of Great Wall 
Card (BOC launched before), on-line transactions, on-line application of international 
payments. The Bank thus became the first domestic bank to extend her traditional 
banking services to Internet services.  
 
In March 1998 the bank conducted the first on-line transaction by Great Wall Credit 
Card. On June 28, 1999 the Bank formally introduced its E-corp, E-consumer and Bank 
Securities Express products to the market. On February 1, 2000 the Bank introduced its 
brand-new on line fund transfer service -- Cybergiro. In 2002, BOC has fulfilled 
transform the both old hardware and software platform, upgrade security system and 
software system, and its Corporate Internet banking products have begun service for 
whole mainland.                                                  .  
 
Now BOC provides Internet Banking Products as follows: 
 
Global remittance in one day: BOC has created a fast, secure, and efficient highway for 
money transfer. With integration of payment instruments and clearing systems, a straight-
through remittance can be transferred to the designated account of the beneficiary within 
24 hours.  
 
Bank securities express: Based on the Internet, this product is designed to assist securities 
brokers in fund settlement in primary and secondary markets. Fast settlement among 
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various parties of the stock exchange, the brokers and their branches can be ensured with 
this product.  
 
Besides the above two products, BOC further provides the feature product, called e-Corp. 
e-Corp includes Cybergiro (This product can enable corporate customers to make online 
transfer among different companies), Group Inquiry, Real-time Inquiry and other 
services. By utilizing these services, the corporate (group) clients, governments, 
securities companies and insurance companies will be able to transfer their funds, etc., 
thus the customers will leap from the conventional finance management to the era of e-
commerce. 
 
Wherever you are, whenever you are, Internet banking is a convenient, swift and cost-
effective solution. However, without the appropriate security measures, people will 
hesitate at paying their money on-line. This concern is no more starting from June 1999 
with the introduction of Bank of China Internet Banking Service, a full spectrum of 
banking services that is secured by the latest technology. This service is the customer’s 
key to the internet-based economy.  
 
By the end of November 2002, BOC’s Corporate Internet banking has 400 big 
community customers, deal with 1,478 companies, and it has 6,000 accounts of 
corporate. Only in the year 2002, its Corporate Internet banking get transaction value 
RMB22.3 billion (US$ 2.6867billion), and transaction volume 85,316. 
 
 
5.4 Case 3: Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) 
 
5.4.1 Corporate Background 
 
The Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) established in 1985. Now it has 
become the largest state-owned commercial bank in China. It is committed to serving the 
national economy by raising funds both at home and abroad, strengthening the 
management of credit, supporting industrial production and commercial circulation, and 
promoting technical renovation and up-grade of enterprises in compliance with the state's 
laws and regulations. 
 
ICBC’s total assets exceed 4 trillion RMB. In 2000, ICBC was awarded "Bank of the 
Year 2000 of China" and "the Best Domestic Bank in China" by respectively The Banker 
and Euromoney. In The Banker's 2001 latest ranking for global banks in terms of tier-one 
capital, ICBC was ranked 7th among the top 1000 banks. It has also entered the Fortune's 
Global 500 consecutively since its first participation in 1999, ranked 160th, 208th and 
213th respectively, and it got reward as the best Internet Banking in China by “Banker” 
in England in 2002. 
 
As the end of June 2001, ICBC's various deposits outstanding amounted to 3461.6 billion 
RMB and various loans outstanding was 2529.9 billion RMB. The foreign exchange 
assets totaled 32 billion US Dollar with foreign exchange deposit outstanding of 24 
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billion US Dollar and loan outstanding of 7.5 billion US Dollar. ICBC has international 
presence with 6 overseas branches and 3 representative offices. It has established 
correspondent banking relationship with 655 bank's headquarters in over 80 countries and 
regions. ICBC has become the second largest foreign exchange business bank in China. 
ICBC undertakes over half of all the settlement business in China's banking industry. The 
fund transferred between accounts can be settled within 24 hours. ICBC has built a three-
layer frame-relay infrastructure and a satellite-backup system to ensure safety and 
reliability of the information express transmission. By the end of June 2001, ICBC had 
issued 73.98 million peony cards. It is the largest bank card issuer in China. Call centers 
for telephone banking have been built and launched to provide services in 36 provinces 
and cities and the Internet banking is provided in 286 large- and medium-sized cities, 
moreover, by the end of 2002, its corporate Internet banking has 35,000 customers and 
personal Internet banking has 3,830,000 customers.  
 
ICBC adopts a commercial banking management system with operational powers 
authorized from a unified corporate legal entity. Under the management of the head 
office, each business function, branch and key business position is delegated with a 
specific operational power limit, and the customers and business sections are granted 
with separate maximum credit line.  
 
ICBC has approximately 30,000 branches and offices. It is organized by five levels: the 
head office, tier-one provincial branch and branch directly under the head office, tier-two 
city branch, sub-branch, business outlets, including banking office and savings office. 
Internationally, ICBC has six full operational branches respectively in Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Soul, Tokyo, Frankfurt and Luxembourg, one subsidiary in Almaty and three 
representative offices in London, New York and Sydney. ICBC also owns ICBC (Asia) 
Ltd., ICEA Capital Ltd., the Industrial and Commercial International Capital Ltd., the 
Qingdao International Bank, the China Merchantile Bank, Ximan International Bank and 
the Shanghai and Paris International Bank. 
 
A major breakthrough was accomplished with further reforms on the management and 
employment system. More loss-making and highly risky sub-branches were closed and 
redundant staffs were laid off. By year-end 2001, the total number of domestic outlets 
and the total headcount were reduced to 28,345 and 429,709 respectively, which were 1/3 
and 1/4 less than the historical high. ICBC are heading towards a more intensive 
operational model. Drawing on advanced management experience from our international 
peers, ICBC restructured its internal structures and furthered its reforms on logistics. 
 
In all level of ICBC branches, there are a great number of outstanding talented people 
owing to the ICBC’s talent policy of respecting knowledge, respecting talents.  At 
present, the total number of professionals specializing in science and technology reaches 
14051, accounting for 1.76 of the ICBC’s entire employment Among them 446 have been 
got titles of senior engineer or technician and 290 are professionals with Master’s or 
doctor’s degrees. These engineers and technicians have made great contributions to the 
construction of ICBC’s electronic banking system in the new century through their 
unremitting efforts. 
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5.4.2 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
ICBC is one of Big Four banks, facing with exponential growth of Internet users in China, 
and it can’t wait. Based on its traditional banking advantages, it choose Internet banking 
as a new distribution channel, that is to say, ICBC old distribution channel structure has 
been changed by introducing Internet banking as a new distribution channel. ICBC old 
distribution channel includes direct and indirect channel, direct channel is 30,000 
branches and offices as well as 6 overseas branches, and indirect channel is 3 
representative offices and electronic methods as 13,000 ATM, 72,000 POS, telephone 
banking, etc. Adding Internet banking as a new distribution channel has changed ICBC’s 
old distribution channel structure. And then it also adds Mobil phone banking as a new 
distribution channel. ICBC current distribution channel structure is showed in Figure 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: ICBC current distribution channel structure  
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
5.4.3 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
ICBC is aiming at high profitability and quality; the Bank sped up its growth and 
improved its internal management by focusing on restructure and reforms. Driven by 
market growth and customer demand, ICBC sped up its efforts in introducing advanced 
technology and products from the world banking industry, which enabled ICBC to be 
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more competitive and solid in operational strength. Besides, ICBC linked its business 
reforms to the technology advancement. 
  
In the light of ICBC’s goals, facing with the Internet powerful advantages and increase of 
Internet users, ICBC decided to approach this segment, provide them Internet banking to 
meet their wants and demands based on development of traditional banking business. 
ICBC regards the Internet banking as a new distribution channel, say, ICBC employs the 
dual channel strategy to develop its banking business and ICBC believes that Internet 
banking as a new distribution channel can definitely bring a big opportunities to ICBC. 
 
The year 2002 is the first year for China to meet its commitment it has made to the WTO. 
The reforms and opening-up of the Chinese banking industry have entered into a new 
stage. In face of new challenges and opportunities, ICBC will further develop both 
Internet banking channel and branches banking channel business, moreover, ICBC will 
endeavor to make ICBC a modern financial institution with rational management 
structure, sound operation mechanism, good financial status and international 
competitiveness.  
  
Aiming at new business opportunities generated in the process of boosting domestic 
demands and opening up further to the outside world, and with help of the information 
technology, ICBC will accelerate the business innovation and enhance the marketing 
forces. And its global network enables ICBC to offer full range of services and products 
both at home and abroad.  Hence, ICBC will also employ Internet banking as a new 
distribution channel to develop its international business. ICBC will make the Bank into a 
real internationalized modern commercial bank. 
 
   
5.4.4 The Level of The Internet Banking 
 
Making use of modern information technology, the ICBC timely introduced several new 
types of financing services. It opened up a telephone banking service, mobile phone 
banking service, etc. 
 
In 1998, ICBC established its Internet banking www.icbc.com.cn, the homepage is in 
English with Chinese version, and it expresses that ICBC want to reach international 
customers through its Internet banking. In this period, ICBC’s main aim is to provide 
information presentation, however, just two years later, say, in February 1 of 2000, ICBC 
turns its goal of Internet banking to provide online transaction to their customers, hence, 
it gradually introduced the following new types of services in their Internet banking:  
 

• Corporate Internet Banking 
• Personal Internet banking 
• B2B Internet Disbursement 
• B2C Internet Disbursement  
• Bank account-securities transfer  
• Foreign exchange transfer 
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ICBC has also started the operation of 2 transaction websites for these 3 branches of 
ICBC, Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin. So far the Internet banking business has expanded 
to as many as 312 economically developed large and medium-sized cities, covering 
almost all major cities and provincial capitals except those of Tibet, Ningxia, 
Heilongjiang and Hainan. Soon it is to introduce open fund systems in Beijing, Shanghai, 
Shenzhen, Chongqing and Heilongjiang.  
 
ICBC Internet banking develops very quickly in the year 2002, and it has fulfilled three 
time up-grate system in the large scale. Its transaction scopes from 13.4 billion RMB 
(US$1.61 billion) of the year 2000 to 640.2 billion RMB (US$77.13 billion) of the year 
2001, up to 2002, its transaction breakthrough 5,000 billion RMB (US$602.4 billion), 
skip up to headship in Internet banking in China. Now ICBC regard its Internet banking 
as an important distribution channel that can get big customers for ICBC. Up to now 
ICBC Internet banking has about 35,000 corporate customers and about 3,830,000 
individual customers. By the end of December 2002, Internet banking transaction value 
has brokenthrough 5,000 billion RMB (US$ 602.4 billion), transaction amount has 
reached 4,939,000 within the year 2002. They are 7.8 times and 5.2 times comparing to 
the year 2001 respectively, account for one third of ICBC total transaction, and the 
exponential growth of Internet banking transaction. 
 
In the beginning of October 2002, customers can register by themselves to become online 
customer through www.icbc.com.cn, then customers can enjoy some online services, 
such as, online shopping, foreign exchange transfer, fund transfer within the card. But 
except online remittance, and fund transfer to another card, etc., to enjoy these services 
customers still need to go to branch office to register. 
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6 Chapter Six: Analysis 
 
6.1 Introduction  
 
In the preceding chapter, the author presented the data collected in the Chinese banking 
sectors, namely, China Merchants Bank (CMB), Bank of China (BOC) and Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China (ICBC). As mentioned in the methodology chapter, the data 
are qualitative and were collected by means of focused personal interviews and 
documentation. 
 
In this chapter, the collected data and information will be analyzed on the basis of the 
frame of reference of this study. Moreover, the collected data will be analyzed by a 
within-case analysis and a cross-case analysis. 
 
 
6.2 Within-case analysis 
 
the data collected and presented of three Chinese banks in chapter five are systematized. 
As mentioned previously, the data are interpreted in a single-level case with a pattern-
matching logic against the conceptual framework of this study. Similarities and 
dissimilarities against the conceptual framework are sought and analytical considerations 
are drawn.  
 
6.2.1 Distribution Channel Structure 
  
Data collected at China Merchants Bank (CMB) showed that Internet banking 
emergence influences the customer segment of Chinese bank sector. A lot of customers 
ask for Internet banking service, meaning that the new customer segment, Internet 
banking segment for banks appears. This segment change impacts on distribution channel 
structure of CMB, then CMB adopted the Internet banking as a new distribution channel. 
Thus, the distribution channel structure of CMB has been changed. The changed 
distribution channel structure of CMB was showed in Figure 8. 
 
At Bank of China (BOC), its distribution channel structure was also influenced by 
Internet emergence. The data collected showed that because of a lot of advantages of 
Internet, such as, convenience, cost-efficient, and time saving, etc., many customers who 
have got high-education, young people and computer-literate ask for Internet banking 
service. Hence, the new segment emerging, BOC has to consider to provide good service 
to this new segment. BOC adopted Internet banking as a new distribution channel, adding 
this Internet banking channel into its indirect distribution channel. The changed 
distribution channel structure of BOC was showed in Figure 9. 
 
Data collected at Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) showed that as a 
result of the exponential growth of Internet users of China, Internet trends to influence 
banking sector hugely. ICBC received a lot of message that many customers ask for 
Internet banking service. As one of Big Four state-owned banks, it can’t ignore these 
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customers who are high education, have high incomes, wants and needs. Based on ICBC 
traditional bank business power, it decided to provide Internet banking to Internet 
banking segment. Thus, ICBC distribution channel structure had been influenced by 
Internet emergence. Internet banking distribution channel became a new distribution 
channel for ICBC. The current distribution channel structure of ICBC was showed in 
Figure 10. 
   
                                                 
6.2.2 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
Data collected at China Merchants Bank (CMB) showed that the bank faced with three 
distribution channel strategies, namely traditional banking channel strategy, Internet 
banking channel strategy and dual channel strategy, when Internet banking impacted on 
distribution channel structure of CMB. CMB decided to target Internet banking segment 
and still keep traditional banking segment to server both segments. That is to say, CMB 
has chosen the dual channel strategy, meaning that it employed both Internet banking 
channel and branches banking channel.  
 
Data collected showed that CMB set up branches only in cities that are economic centers 
in main economic areas.  This gives CMB unexpected advantage when it heads for 
Internet banking.  These center cities have developed economy and advanced technology.  
They have higher penetration of the Internet.  Likewise, the residents have higher 
education level and thus have higher propensity of accepting Internet Banking as well as 
other E-Commerce applications.  For example, these cities usually are locations of many 
higher education institutions, and the people with diploma and degree account for more 
than 50 percent of the Internet users (www.cnnic.cn ).  For this reason, CMB began to 
research Internet banking in 1994, and it is a few yeas earlier than all other Chinese 
banks. In 1997 CMB launched Internet banking to customers. It is just as vice president 
Min Hua of CMB said in Chinese words that CMB takes in huge accumulation in an 
early stage and launches powerfully later on. This means that one can do successful 
business later on as long as one has accumulated huge knowledge early. CMB thought 
Internet banking would bring a new business to the bank, and Internet banking products 
have wonderful function and also have as many kinds of products as it can. Although 
Internet banking has many advantages, CMB deemed that customers need various 
services, and there are also many people who don’t want to go to online. Thus, launch of 
Internet banking needs branch resources support, moreover, the law of electronic signing 
on the Internet is not built now. Internet banking must rely on traditional branch 
infrastructure to get customers. Hence, CMB does not want to take big risk to only do 
Internet banking business. Consequently, CMB has chosen dual channel strategy to gain 
successful business. 
 
Data collected at Bank of China (BOC) indicated that facing with the choice of three 
distributions channel strategies, with no doubt, it chose dual channel strategy. Because  
BOC thought that developments in Internet technology and e-business have fostered both 
a completely new set of economic concepts and a revolution in business models, which 
make customers’ dreams come true more quickly than ever. With the rapid development 
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of the Internet, many companies, especially those large enterprises, would want to 
manage the funds of their branches and subsidiaries in different locations out of a 
centralized unit. This would reduce their financial cost and improve operational 
efficiency. Meanwhile, staffs of these companies also wish to have access to the best 
banking services from their offices. In order to meet these companies' demands and adapt 
to the development of market, the Bank of China, inheriting her tradition of technological 
innovation, has provided their corporate clients with a safe, convenient, express and 
efficient Internet banking service. 
 
In a word, the lower price and convenience of online service will attract customers.  In 
turn, the growth of online sector will propel offline sector forward since the two are 
interlinked. For example, if corporate customers want to use Internet banking services of 
the Bank of China, the company should open an account (basic account or settlement 
account) with the Bank of China. Any company wishing to take the advantage of BOC 
Internet Banking Service may request at their local Bank of China office. If the company 
has offices in different locations, the main office may raise the overall requirement at  the 
Bank of China office. Once the company request has been processed by the Bank of 
China, it will be asked to fill out a set of application forms and to sign an Internet 
Banking Service agreement with BOC or its branches. After that, it will be able to enjoy 
Bank of China's Internet Banking Services.  
 
Moreover, BOC think it has many advantages in its traditional branch banking, and it is 
not wise to give up its traditional branch advantages but only to develop Internet banking. 
Hence, BOC deem that it can only choose dual channel strategy, neither branch banking 
channel strategy or Internet banking channel strategy. 
 
Data collected at Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) showed that 
facing with the choice of three distributions channel strategies described in the frame of 
reference of this study. ICBC has chosen dual channel strategy.  
 
Because ICBC is one of Big four banks in China, facing with the influence of Internet 
banking as a new distribution channel, it definitely doesn’t consider giving up branch 
banking channel. In the contrast, ICBC want to continue developing its traditional 
banking business by launch Internet banking as a new distribution channel. ICBC deem 
that every bank has the traditional banking business, and the competition with other 
banks will become more and more fierce through traditional banking business. Hence, 
ICBC think Internet banking can bring it big opportunities to provide feature service to its 
customers, and ICBC believes that Internet banking can get more customers for it. If 
customers get Internet service, they can get rid of lining up at branch bank office. This is 
a big advantage since there are always many people everywhere including banks. On the 
other hand, ICBC deems that the customers of Internet banking will be less and less if 
Internet banking does not have traditional banking support, because the customers has 
less trust for Internet banking. However, corporate customers save much paper work and 
reduce mistakes as well if they do business through Internet banking. Rapid fund 
transferring allows them to allocate funds efficiently.  Timely financial reports assist 
them to master current real-time financial situations and make appropriate decisions. 
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Hence, it can’t only think build Internet banking channel strategy for the bank, and the 
pure Internet banking can’t reach successful business in China. Furthermore, only do 
traditional banking business also can’t reach successful business in recent intense 
competition. Consequently, to gain successful banking business, ICBC thinks that it must 
employ dual channel strategy in order to get rid of going out of business. 
 
 
6.2.3 The Level of The Internet Banking 
 
Data collected at China Merchants Bank (CMB) indicated that when CMB launched its 
Internet banking (1997), its Internet banking has own brand name-All in One Net. In the 
first two years (1997-1999), the Internet banking solely provides information about its 
traditional banking products and news. In 2000, CMB began to provide online service for 
their customers, up to now the level of the Internet banking in CMB has reached an 
transaction stage and CMB has develop the Internet banking products as Figure 11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: CMB All in One Net-Internet banking products 
Source: Designed by the author Mei based on www.cmbchina.com and interview. 
 
CMB All in One Net-Internet banking products as it provide for its customers now are 
online shopping, online payment, online securities, corporate banking and personal 
banking. Moreover, personal banking include special personal banking and public 
personal banking. 
 
Special personal banking is CMB feature Internet banking products provided to 
customers. Such products are very popular for customers, for example, customers can get 
loan by themselves through special personal banking, and so on. It is very convenience 
for customers, and it has 2 million customers now. 
 
Public personal banking is just small payment, hence everyone who has CMB branches 
account can become CMB Internet banking customer.  
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Now 45% transaction volume of CMB is fulfilled through Internet banking, and the 
volume is still going up. 
 
Furthermore, CMB doesn’t think its Internet banking will be going to stand-alone, and it 
is not possible for stand-alone in China market. Two years ago, top management of CMB 
was thinking about whether CMB Internet banking is to stand-alone or not, hence, CMB 
did much research about development of Internet banking and situation of Internet 
banking all over the world. The result from the research made the top management 
decided that CMB Internet banking is not going to stand-alone, it must get support from 
traditional banking, except for that Internet banking only do simple product. As president 
of China Merchants Bank, Weihua Ma (2001) said: “Only through integrating with 
traditional banking, can Internet banking have huge power of life”. Even if CMB Internet 
banking is not going to stand-alone, CMB thinks that its internet banking plays an 
important distribution channel role for the bank, its transaction volume is still going to 
grow up, and its role is not just complement for the bank. 
 
CMB is not the first adventurer in Internet banking field.  However, CMB is the most 
prominent among the catch-ups.  By developing online payment instrument, cooperating 
with renowned portals and E-vendors to launch online shopping promotion and building 
virtual space for customers. CMB has become an active player in China’s geminating 
Internet banking. 
 
Finally, CMB Internet banking does not have its English version until on June 2003, 
because CMB target customers are domestic. However, CMB is going to reach 
international market, first to Hong Kong. Hence, it plans to launch its English version on 
June 2003 right now.  
 
Data colleted at Bank of China (BOC) indicated that in August 1996 new edition of the 
Bank's website - www.bank-of-china.com with both Chinese and English version was 
launched. In February 1997 Bank of China Internet banking services began its 
construction, which marks the Bank's formal entry into e-commerce. In July 1997 the 
Bank of China e-banking services were put into production with consultation services to 
enterprise conglomerates, checking of balances of Great Wall Card as BOC launch, on-
line transactions, and on-line application of international payments. In March 1998 the 
bank conducted the first on-line transaction by Great Wall Credit Card. On June 28, 1999 
the Bank formally introduced its e-Corp, E-consumer and Bank Securities Express 
products to the market. On February 1, 2000 the Bank introduced its brand-new on line 
fund transfer service -- Cybergiro. In 2002, BOC has fulfilled transform the both old 
hardware and software platform, upgrade security system and software system, and its 
Corporate Internet banking products have begun service for whole mainland. 
 
Now e-Corp as BOC feature product uses the advanced Internet technology. e-Corp 
includes Cybergiro, Group Inquiry, Real-time Inquiry and other services. By utilizing 
these services, the corporate (group) clients, governments, securities companies and 
insurance companies are able to transfer their funds, etc., thus customers can leap from 
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the conventional finance management to the era of e-commerce. E-Corp has many 
advantages as follows: 
 

• Customers can enjoy express and high-quality remittance and payment service via 
Internet to conduct Office-To-Office fund transfer.  

• Customers can allot their dispersed funds timely to meet their funding 
requirements, and thus to realize centralized financial management, to decrease 
funding cost and to make use of their funds efficiently.  

• e-Corp will extend the banking services to customers’ office. Customers can make 
remittances and fund transfer via Internet without queuing up in bank for a long 
time every day. It will definitely save customers manpower and time and increase 
operational efficiency.  

• Customers will be able to access e-Corp services anytime and anywhere to 
conduct fund transfer via Internet.  

• In order to secure Internet transactions, CA (Certificate Authority), Digital Stamp, 
ID management and other latest encryption technologies have been adopted in 
Cybergiro to build a secured system with international standard. The security 
mechanism of Cybergiro has passed the rigorous audit of international 
authoritative institutions.  

• Cybergiro will provide customers with the complete and detailed records on all of 
their Internet transactions. Customers can track the whole process of an Internet 
transaction by themselves and access important account information on a real-
time basis.  

 
Take a view of the level of BOC Internet banking, which has already reached a 
transaction stage. Most traditional banking transaction customers can do their transaction 
in BOC Internet banking, except for house loan, car loan, etc., and online transaction 
volume is growing up. Now BOC provide Internet banking products as shown in 
Figure12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: BOC Internet banking products 
Source: Designed by the author Mei Wang based on www.bank-of-china.com and 
             interview. 
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BOC does not think their Internet banking can further go to stand-alone, and it thinks 
traditional banking and Internet banking must support each other. Internet banking cannot 
develop independently, because the laws of signing and application for online customers 
are not so good for huge transaction. Moreover, BOC thinks it has many advantages in its 
traditional branch banking, and it is not wise to give up its traditional branch advantages 
but only to develop Internet banking. 
 
Data collected at Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) indicated that in 
1998, ICBC established its Internet banking www.icbc.com.cn, the homepage is in 
English with Chinese version, and it expresses ICBC want to reach international 
customers, too. In this period, ICBC’s main aim is to provide information presentation. 
However, just two years later, in February 1 of 2000 ICBC turns its goal of Internet 
banking to provide online transaction to its customers, hence, it gradually introduced the 
following new types of services in its Internet banking:  
 

• Corporate Internet Banks 
• Personal Internet banks 
• Online shopping including B2B and B2C. 
• Online financing 
• Bank account-securities transfer  
• Foreign exchange transfer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: ICBC Internet banking products 
Source: Designed by the author Mei Wang based on www.icbc.com.cn and interview. 
 
Among ICBC Internet banking products, B2B and B2C online shopping are ICBC feature 
Internet banking products. 
 
The ICBC’s monthly Internet banking transaction value reaches RMB 863million (US$ 
103.9 million), providing more convenience to its customers and at the same time 
becoming more competitive in the banking industry. The Internet banking transaction 
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volume account for one-tenth of whole ICBC transaction volume, and it looks that online 
transaction volume is still growing up. 
 
Take a look of the level of ICBC Internet banking. The bank has already gone into 
transaction stage. However, ICBC doesn’t deem that its Internet banking will go into 
stand-alone, because ICBC knew Internet banking must get support from traditional 
banking, for example, if customers want to become ICBC Internet banking users, they 
have to go to branches bank office which is close to customer district.  
 
 
6.3 Cross-case analysis 
 
The cross-case analysis of this study is conducted on the basis of the previously 
performed with-case analysis. Consequently, the findings attained from the within-case 
analysis are presented and cross-case comparisons are carried out with a variable-oriented 
strategy, meaning that the findings derived from the with-case analysis are compared.   
 
 
6.3.1 Distribution Channel Structure 
 
In analyzing the data from three case banks it becomes obvious that because of 
emergence of Internet, and Internet brings opportunities and advantages for both banks 
and customers, and leads to the change of bank customer segments. Facing with the 
advantages of Internet banking, such as convenience, saving time, less cost, and getting 
rid of queuing up, a lot of customers ask for Internet banking service, hence, a new 
segment for banks, Internet banking segment emerges. Furthermore, both Internet 
banking emergence and Internet banking segment emergence impact on distribution 
channel structure of banks. All of three banks adopt internet banking as a new 
distribution channel based on different reasons, but a common viewpoint is that they aim 
at attracting new customers, expanding new operation, and using their traditional banking 
advantages to develop Internet banking. In conclusion, the Internet impacts on 
distribution channel structure of banks, and the process of Internet influences distribution 
channel structure of banks as shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: The process of Internet impact on distribution channel structure of banks 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
 
6.3.2 Distribution Channel Strategy 
 
Data analysis from three banks indicated that these three banks, no exception, all have 
chosen the dual channel strategy (See Table 9.) 
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Bank                
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Bank 1: CMB - - X 
Bank 2: BOC - - X 
Bank 3: ICBC - - X 
 
Table 9: The choice of three distribution channel strategies 
Source: By the author Mei Wang  
 
The three banks all chosen the dual channel strategy had different oriented thinking. The 
following reasons are commonly.  
 

• Regarding Internet banking as a new distribution channel, believing that Internet 
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are confident to develop the Internet banking that can meet customers’ wants and 
needs. 

• Choosing the dual strategy, the banks can give customers choice that is either go 
to their branches banking office or go to their Internet banking. Furthermore, they 
can integrate management team to save resource. 

• If banks only employ Internet banking channel strategy, the banks deem it take 
more risk to go to success than dual strategy. It means that branches banking give 
up their traditional banking good qualities and resources, such as well-known 
brand, human resource, etc. 

• Choosing the dual channel strategy. Due to branches banking products have 
developed maturely, they can direct transfer some of the products to Internet 
banking, and they have experience and reputation about their products, and they 
are easy to gain the trust of customers. 

• The three banks believe that branches banking and Internet banking can help to 
expand their operation each other, as long as Internet banking and branches 
banking gets integration. Otherwise, customers may decrease the thrust to Internet 
banking. 

• Choosing the dual channel strategy. Except for CMB, both BOC and ICBC want 
to compete with foreign banks that have developed into China bank sector or will 
develop into China bank sector, and due to they deem that after China becomes a 
member of WTO (World Trade Organization), more and more foreign banks will 
develop into China bank sector that is potential big market. Hence, they have to 
have competence and capability to compete with them. 

 
Except for above reasons, there are two special security reasons for Chinese bank sector 
which are listed as follows: 
 

• The law of Real-name register: it means that for personal customers, if customers 
want to become the user of Internet banking, first they have to go to branches 
bank office with their ID (identity card) to get online account. Then they can do 
online business as they can. For corporate customers, they must provide more 
certificates and fill online application forms to get their online accounts. 

• The law of corporate invoice: it means that corporate do transaction with Internet 
banking. They must get invoice from each other, and get invoice from branches 
bank office. 

 
In this context, pure Internet banking can’t develop independently in China. 
 
 
6.3.3 The Level of The Internet Banking 
 
In analyzing the data from three case banks it becomes obvious that three banks all have 
experienced information presentation stage. This period takes about one or two years, and 
now all three banks are already in transaction stage. It seems that all three banks do not 
trend to go ahead to stand-alone stage (see Table 10).  
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                IB stage 
 
Bank  

Stage 1 
Information 

Stage 2 
Transaction 

Stage 3 
Stand-alone 

Bank 1: CMB 1997-1999 1999-present - 
Bank 2: BOC 1996-1997 1997-present - 
Bank 3: ICBC 1998-2000 2000-present - 
 
Table 10: The level of Internet banking 
Source: By the author Mei Wang 
 
Two banks regard Internet banking as a very important distribution channel for banks 
now, and the other regards Internet banking as an important complement distribution 
channel for its traditional banking distribution channel. Even so, they all three banks do 
not think that Internet banking has any tendency to go to stand-alone, meaning that the 
three banks do not want to give up their traditional banking support of resources to only 
pursue Internet banking. Furthermore, they think Internet banking will go to success only 
through integration with traditional banking. Moreover, the three banks think that Internet 
banking can’t replace traditional banking in the near five years or in the future. 
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7 Chapter Seven: Conclusions  
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
The research problem of this study has been defined as: 
 
“How to get the right understanding of the role of Internet banking as a distribution 
channel?” 
 
Subsequently, three research questions have been developed as: 
 

• How to analyze the influence of Internet Banking on distribution channel 
structure of banks?  

• How to analyze the choice of distribution channel strategies that the banks face 
with? 

• How to analyze the level of Internet Banking that the banks offer to the 
customers? 

 
Afterwards, a theoretical frame of reference was developed and the methodology was 
outlined. The case studies were then presented in chapter five. In chapter six, the author 
provided a within-case and a cross-case analysis. Finally, in chapter seven, the author will 
present the major conclusions of this study as well as suggestion for further research. 
 
 
7.2 Conclusion 
 
Internet emergence has made both customers and banks benefit very much from it. For 
example, Internet banking gives rise to less waiting time, lower cost, a higher spatial 
convenience, and getting rid of queuing up in branch banking. Therefore Internet banking 
is attractive to a large and quickly growing segment of bank customers. This has 
influenced the distribution channel structure of bank sector and caused the change of 
distribution channel structure of banks.  
 
As distribution channel structure of banks has been changed, the changing structure 
forces the banks to decide which segments to target. Based on the customer segments, 
two different pure distribution channel strategies and one dual strategy were identified, 
namely, branch banking distribution channel strategy, Internet banking distribution 
channel strategy and dual distribution channel strategy that integrates branch banking 
distribution channel and Internet banking distribution channel. Without exception, all 
banks have chosen dual channel strategy, because they deem that the dual strategy has 
become a general competition strategy for commercial banking which means 
consolidating traditional banking operation, enhancing the information technology value 
of banking service, expanding new business area through developing Internet banking as 
a new distribution channel continually, and creating innovation of banking products 
service. 
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The Internet banking is not only a new distribution channel, but also a distribution 
channel as much important as traditional banking distribution channel. Internet banking 
has experienced the transition from Information presentation stage to transaction stage. 
Presently, Internet banking as an important distribution channel is situated in transaction 
stage, and it will take on more and more transaction of banks. It seems that Internet 
banking has bright future. Even so, the banks do not think that Internet banking can go to 
stand-alone stage in the near five years or in the future, because it need traditional branch 
banking resources support. For example, if companies want to become the customers of 
Internet banking, they must first go to the branch to register. Finally, Internet banking as 
an important distribution channel will take on the business of banks with traditional 
branch banking together. 
 
Furthermore, the author wants to explain how to fully test the three research questions of 
this study: the author followed the frame of reference of the study to conduct the whole 
study. According to the case selected criteria, all three banks are typical bank in China 
financial sector and in line with the case selected criteria, and all interviewee are 
managers to ensure the validity and reliability. Moreover, the interview guide was sent in 
Chinese and in advance, and all interviews were conducted by telephone for one and half 
hours to two hours. Hence, the data selected and analysis has validity and reliability, and 
the author deem that all of the methods have fulfilled to test the three research questions 
completely. 
 
Finally, this study is helpful for managers who work in banks to get right understanding 
of the role of Internet banking as a new distribution channel and its developing trends. It 
looks that the Internet banking does not have any tendency to go to stand-alone and does 
not have any possibility to replace traditional branch banking.  
 
 
7.2 Suggestion for Further Research 
 
According to the above conclusion, Internet banking does not have any tendency to go to 
stand-alone, and it need traditional branch banking resources support. Hence, the author 
suggest that the further research should investigate how to get the right Internet banking 
strategy by integrating the traditional banking resources effectively. Namely, the bank 
managers who want to get the right Internet banking strategy should think carefully about 
which aspects of the bank's business are to integrate and which are to keep distinct. The 
Internet banking can build its right strategy virtually and physically to its own particular 
market and competitive situation, to maximize the advantages of the Internet banking and 
traditional banking and to minimize the drawbacks of the both Internet banking and 
traditional banking. 
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Appendix A: Semi-structured Interview Guide in English 
 

1. What is the total number of staff working for your bank? What is the total number 
of staff working for your Internet banking? 

2. What are the major objectives of your bank and Internet banking in a short-term 
perspective? And in a long-term perspective? 

3. How many total numbers of customers does your bank have? How many total 
numbers of customers does your Internet banking have? 

4. Do you think whether or not any influence on the bank sector by Internet banking 
emergence? Why? Does Internet banking have any advantages compare with 
traditional banking?  

5. Is there any segment change of the bank by Internet banking emergence? Is there 
any customers ask for Internet banking service, if so, do you think what profile 
these customers have? 

6. Do you think Internet banking is a new distribution channel for bank sector? What 
distribution channel structure your bank had before?  Whether the distribution 
channel structure of the bank has been changed by Internet banking emerge or not? 
Why? 

7. Owing to Internet banking emerge, the banks face with three choices of 
distribution channels strategies at least:  

• Only target Internet banking segment, and choose Internet banking as a 
distribution channel for the bank;  

• Take the attitude of look on Internet banking, still choose the branch bank 
as distribution channel;  

• Target both Internet banking segment and branch bank segment and 
choose both Internet banking and branch banking as dual distribution 
channel.  

What choice of distribution channel strategy your bank made? What reason of 
your choice of the distribution channel strategy? 

8. Which year does your bank launch the Internet banking? And then what time for 
English version?  Which year does your Internet banking do transaction? What 
role does your Internet banking play at present? 

9. Do you think whether Internet banking is complement for bank sector or it will 
replace branch banking by some expert estimate? Why? Do you think what future 
should Internet banking have? And which developing trend does Internet banking 
have in the five years? 

10. Does your bank plan separate Internet banking as an independent distribution 
channel from current distribution channel structure of the bank in the future? Why? 
What is your Internet banking plan of next step? 

11. Does your Internet banking provide products that including all kind of products 
that traditional branch bank provides? What kinds of products your Internet 
banking provide to customers? Does your Internet banking provide special 
products to the customers? How can customers become your Internet banking 
customers?  

12. How many transactions value does your Internet have per year? How many times 
compare to traditional banking? 
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Appendix B: Semi-structured Interview Guide in Chinese 
 

1. 你们银行的员工一共有多少？你们网络银行的员工一共有多少？ 
2. 你们银行的短期目标是什么？长期目标是什么？网络银行的呢？  
3. 你们的传统网点银行现在一共拥有多少客户？那些消费者是你们的目标客户？你们

银行的网络银行现在一共拥有多少客户？ 
4. 你认为网络银行的出现给银行业带来了什么变化？为什么？它和传统银行比较有什

么优势？ 
5. 网络银行出现以后，你认为银行的客户群体是否由于网络银行的出现而出现了变

化，如果有变化，为什么？ 有没有客户群体要求银行提供网络银行的服务，如果

有，你认为这些客户群体的特征是什么？ 
6. 你认为网络银行对银行业来说是否是一个新的服务渠道(distribution channel)? 你们

原有的服务渠道都有哪些？网络银行的出现是否改变了银行原有的服务渠道的结

构？为什么？ 
7. 面对网络银行的出现，银行至少面临三种服务渠道决策的选择： 

• 只选择网络银行作为银行的服务渠道，只把网络银行的客户群体作为目标

群体； 
• 仍选择传统网点银行作为银行的服务渠道，对网络银行的出现采取观望的

态度； 
• 选择网络银行和传统网点银行作为银行的双重服务渠道，把网络银行和传

统网点银行的客户群体都作为目标客户群体。 
你们银行是怎样进行服务渠道决策的选择的，你们选择这种服务渠道的理由是什

么？是否考虑到把网络银行作为国际化服务渠道？ 
8. 你们银行是哪年发布网络银行的？网络银行的英语版本是什么时候推出的？ 你们

的网络银行一推出就进行交易还是只是在网上介绍宣传你们银行的产品？你们的网

络银行是哪一年开始进行交易的？你们网络银行目前起的作用是什么？ 
9. 你认为网络银行在未来 5 年内的发展趋势如何？你认为网络银行对银行业来说是一

种补充还是它将取代传统网点银行？为什么？ 
10. 你们银行有没有打算把网络银行作为独立的服务渠道从传统网点银行中分离出去？

（也就是说让网络银行成为一个独立机构）为什么？ 
11. 你们网络银行所提供的产品服务是否涵盖了所有传统网点银行所提供的产品服务，

你们网络银行给顾客提供的产品服务都有哪些？有没有特色产品服务？消费者怎样

才能成为你们网络银行的客户？ 
12. 你们网络银行一年的交易量大约是多少？占传统银行的多少倍？ 
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Appendix C: The Websites of The Three Cases 
 
 

 
 
China Merchants Bank (CMB) website in Chinese 
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Bank of China (BOC) website in Chinese 
 
 
 

 
 
Bank of China (BOC) website in English 
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Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) website in English 
 
 

 
 
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) website in Chinese 
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